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the report carefully himself, and was
therefore not prepared at the present
moment to speak on the recommendations
of the committee. A great deal of care
had been taken by the committee to
arrive at their conclusions, and Some Im-_
portant evidence which concerned the
port of Fremantle and the Safety of ship-
ping arriving there had been collected.
The report dealt with the Harbour
Master's Department, and with the pilot
service at Rottniest, which was under the
Harbour Master, and the report embodied
statements or facts which were of great
importance to the port of Fremantle;
therefore it was only right that members
should have time to consider the report
and read the evidence. It was possible
some hon. members might cavil at the
conclusions come to: he did not say they
would, but it was desirable thiat hon.
members should thoroughly consider the
report and the evidence which was now
before them. If hoil. members calne to
the conclusion that the recommendations
of the joint committee should be -adopted,
then the report would occupy a higher
positiou in public estimation than if the
House adopted the report to-night in a
perfunctory and hurried manner. He
moved that the debate be -adjourned until
the next Wednesday.

HoN. D. K. CO1NGDON : There was a
g-ood deal of evidence to go through, and
the Subject was of importance to the
colony. Hon. members should have suffi-
cient time to consider the report, so as to
be able to lay their views before the
House if necessary.

Motion put and passed, and the debate
adjourned accordingly.

ADJOURNMENT.
On motion b~y the COLONAL SsCRR-

SVARY, the House audjourned at 8-27 o'clock
until the next Tuesday.

11!1gislafihe A.sumb~u.
Wednesday, 26th October, 1899.

Motion: Extra Sitting Da, Motion: Trrausral War:
Fund to Relieve Distre,,s negatived) Motion:
Fiederation, to Defer new Public Works (negutived)

Fair eseted -Xotion: Catle Restriction,
Nont ema erritory and East Kimiberley-Motioa:
Raflwoty Administration, Censure (debate ad.
Josrnedl-Caottesloe Lighting and Power (private)

1h Seet Commnittee's Report tnanigmaton
Restriction Arnernent, Bill, second readi.g,
Division (..=ltived) -imported Labour Rnrstcy
Amaendment Bill, second reading, Divisions (nega-
tired)- Adjour,, ct.

THE SPElAKER took the Chair at
4-30 o'clock, pi..

PRAYERS.

MOTION-EXTRA SITTING DAY.
THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-

WA.YS (Hon. F. H. Piesse), in the ab-
sence of the Premier, moved:

That the sessional orders be amended, so
that this lHouse shall, for the remainder of
this session, sit on Mondays from 7-30 p.m.
It was now desirable, owing to the session
drawing to a close, that we Should sit ats
often as possible, and take thle oppor-
tunity of sitting onl Mondays, thus
getting ani extra day during the week.
He hoped there would be no objection to
the motion.

Ma. LEAKE (Albany) : Personally,
he was not in favour of the motion,
because he thought that if the work was
brought down to the House it could be
done per-fectly well without encroaching
on Mondays. Busy men in the city found
it very diffcult even now to attend to
their private business and the business of
this House, for practically three days
were occupied in parliamentary work. If
the Government desired to get through
the business more expeditiously, we might
undertake to sit until midnight on Tues-
days, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, in-
Stead of adjourning so eai-ly as at present.
Ill his opinion, we could get through
more practical work after 10 o'clock in
the evening than by sitting two or three
hours on Monday. Parliament had been
sitting for four months, and, with the
Exception of the Constitution EUll, lie did
not think we had passed any measure of
great moment outside purely formial
business. Even now, the Government
had one or two important measures to
propose. He urged the Government to
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lbig down their railway policy Bills at
once, and their Loan Bill.-

THE COMnMISSIONER oF RAILWAYS: If
Fridays would do, the Government would
not object to substitute Fridays for Mon-
days as the extra sitting day.

Ma. LEAXE: There was objec;tion
on his part to have sittings On either
Mondays or Fridays. The way hie sug-
gested out of the difficulty was to sit
later, until midnight if necessary.

THE COMMISSIOzN OF RAILWAYS: We
could not keep a quorum, so late.

Mr.. bRAKE: It was for the Govern-
tacut to keep a quorum. There was
always a fair sprinkling of members on
the Opposition side.

A MEMmBER:- Very few.
Mn. LEAKE: At any rate, the

Opposition did not feel disposed to throw
any obstacles in the way, or to render
too great assistance to the Government in
passing their measures. They protested
against the delay in bringing down most
important and c-ontentioi s legislation,
and other work.

HON. H. W. VFEN:4 The idea of
holding sittings on Mondays was one hie
could not fall in with. He agreed very
much with what had fallen from the
leader of the Opposition (Mr, Leake),
that if we sat later we should get through
the work much better. An extra day
wvas not only a Source of trouble and a
tax on those who camne in from the
country, but also a great tax on those
gentlemen engaged in business in the
City. The Government might well take
advantage of the suggestion thrown out,
and if necessary the House should sit
until twelve midnight instead of thinking
about adjourning at a quarter or half-
past ten. A great deal of work could be
accomplished in the extra hour and a
hialf.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
Memnbers were not in a fit state to sit all
night.

HoN. H, W. VENN: If we had
worked mnore expeditiously' during the
early part of the session, we would have
been away long before this.I

Ma. A. FORREST: Members would.
lie hoped, agree to die motion. It was
all very well for the mnembe*r for Wellig-
to~n (Hion. H. W. Venn) to say it was
inconvenient to sit on Mondays. Doubt-
less it was, but it would be more imcon-

venient for people in business in Perth
and Fremantle to be here to so late an
hour as twelve mfidnight or one o'clock in
the mdrning. and have to carry on their
avocations next day. It would be, more
convenient to the majority of members to
come here at 7-30 on Mondays than to
sit after midnight on three nights a
week.

Mn. ROBSON (Geraldton) : Hon.
memb ers had heard the views of town
mlembers, and those who lived close to
Perth. Still there was another side to
the question, the side of the members whbo
came from the country and had to live
four or five months in Perth, mnembeis
who had not to leave their businesses for
a few hours, hut for the whole of that
time ;therefore it was only right the
Perth mnem hers should give the coiutry
members some little consideration. The
motion did not ask that the members who
lived in Perth should give up) Monday
afternoon, but that they should attendl
iii Parliament in the evening. Country
memlbers who had so much idle time on
their hands would be only too glad to
come forward and assist in getting
through the businiess of the country' .
There was a great deal in what had bcen
stated by the mnemtber for Albany,
as to howv business had been brought
before the House, and the dilatory way
in which it had been attended to. Many
members were anxious that the sessiou
should be closed;, anid if the Government
would bring down all thu business they
desired tr-aacted, hon. mnembers would
attend in their places andi perhaps talk
less and do more work.

MR. MTOHELL4 (Murchison):- A
sitting on Mondays would not interfere
with the private business of members who
lired in Perth. The House would not
mieet unitil 7-30, when commercial and
other business in the city was concluded;
therefore it would not be a hardship for
city mnemrbers to attend onl Monday even-
ing.

Mtu. SOLOMON (South Fremntl)j:
It would be rather hard on Frenmantle
members if the House sat until midnight
as sug-gested, for it would be 1 o'clock
before the Fremnantle iuemliers could get
awa 'y byv tain, arri ving at their homes at
2 or 3 o'clock in the morning. Most of
the country members were in Perth onl
Mondaly; conmsequently it would he no
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hardship for the House to meet at 7-30
on that (lay.

Questionl put and passed.

MOTION-TRANS VAAL WAR: FUND TO
RELIEVE DISTRESS.

MR. VOSPER (North-East Coolgar-
die) moved:

That in view of the great distress existing
am ngst our British fellow-subjects in South
Africa, consequent upon the Imperial Govern-
ment being in a state of war with the South
African Republic and the Orange Free State,
this Rouse desires to express its sympathy
with these unfortunate persons, and considers
it desirable that the Government should, if
convenient, contribute to the Mansion House
Fund now being raised for the purpose of re-
lieving these distresses.
In moving the motion standing in my
name, I fee] it to be unnecessary to offer
many words in commendation of it to
bon. members. As is well known, when
a motion camne before the Assembly for
sending troops to the Transvaal, I doubted
the wisdom and the expediency of that
action; and the opinions I previously
formed I have seen no reason to change.
There are always considerable differences
of opinion on a question of that kind, but
some facts have come before us which, I
think, we should as humanitarians take
notice of. War is fraught with misery
and suffering to a large number of
people, nmany of whom are quite inno-
cent of the cause, and many are non-
participants in the trouble. Among
other news which has come to us from
the Transvaal is the item that 45,000
persons, people of our own kith and kin,
have been compelled to leave the South
African Republic in distress, some half-
jaked, some ruined, and all wore or less
hungry. This distress has been created
right through the British colonies in
South Africa; and it seems to me that it
would he well if this colony could see its
way to set an example to the rest of the
Empire, and contribute to the fund
which hats been opened in London for the
relief of the refugees. We should be
setting a novel example which others
would follow. In taking up arnus for the
defence of the Empire, we were following
an example already set, and which has
been applauded 1;v people in the old
country and by people iii other parts.
Still, thec fact remains that there is an
important section of the public who do

not altogether approve of the action we
have taken. It would be otherwise with
the motion which I have charge of
to-day. In England, the peace party as
well as the war party would applaud this
action on the part of the colony, as wve do
not seek to injure anyone, and do not
take at bellicose attitude in any way; and
seeing that war is fraught with great
suffering and muisery to fellow colonists,
it would be well if we could contribute
towards their relief. If it is justifiable
to send troops to fight the Boers, it is
equally' justifiable, and more humane, to
send funds to assist those who are
distressed by the war. I am sure this
motion will appeal to the good sense and
humanity of the House, if the Govern-
inent will accede to the request of the
motion and do what is asked. If there
are difficulties in the way of the Govern-
mnent doing this, then I ask that the
Government should do their best to over-
come those difficulties. I think if this
were done, we in this colony would set a
noble exam pie to the other colonies. In
the first place the Government, could
bring down a message from the Governor,
and then contribute a certain amount of
money : this could be followed up by the
member for West K~imberley (Mr. A.
Fori-est) opening a fund as mayor of the
city of Perth for the purpose of receiving
moneyv for the relief of distress in South
Africa. In this way I think we could
raise a considerable sumt of money. The
amount raised byv the Mansion7 House
Fund, according to last accounts, is
£66,000.

MR. KiNO5MELL: One hundred and
ithirty-seven thousand pounds.
I MR. VOSPER: I thank time hon.
member for the correction. That is is
high testimonial to the charity' and good
feeling which prevails throughout the
British Em pire. I am glad to see that
the British Government have checked the
manifestations of applause for successes
won in the Tranisvatal, because these
victories have caused great suffering and
loss. I join with other hon. members in
expressing nay hearty joy and gratitude
that so far the war has resulted in
successes for the British ar-my, and I
hope these successes will be continued, so
that the war may be brought to a speedy
termination, and peace soon restored. it
would be a good thing- if the Government
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could give £21,000 or so towards the
Mansion House Fund. It would not hurt
us as a colony, and it would set an
examaple to the other citizens of the
Empire, and place Western Australia in
the front rank in initiating a novel
movement, and taking upon ourselves anl
action which would win for us applause
and admiration throughout the British
Empire. I have very much pleasure in
commnending the motion to holl. members.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. F. H. Piesse): Although
the Governtment are in sympathy with
the object of the motion which the hon.
member has brought forward, I think the
House can hardly expect the Government
to be in accord with the motion, as it
would establish a precedent which it
would be difficult to overcome in tile
future. The flund should lie provided by
the public and not by the Government of
the country, and the instance mentioned
by the lion, member proves that to be the
faict. Although a large fund is being
raised in London-what is called the
Mansion House Fund-it is being done
at the instance of the Lord Mayor of
London. and that fact should also in-
fluence uts in the course to be taken in
this colony. If people here sympathise
with the unfortunate people in South
Africa, and no doubt many do, it should
be for the people to take uip a course
similar to that taken at home, and a fund
could be established which probably
might be originated by' the mayor of th~e
city of Perth, or some person outside the
Government; in that way money could
be raised which would help the people in
South Africa who are in distress. I
certainly think the House should not ask
the Government to make provision for
such a fund. In no instance have we
been called upon to do such a thing as
this, and we are not prepared just now
to accede to the motion placed before the
House by the hon. member. As I said
just now, this matter should be taken uip
entirely by the public privately, and
something'done to raise money for the
fund named. The Government should
not be asked to originate such a fund.
On lbehalf of the Government ITam not in
accord with the motion.

MR. A. FO RREST (West Kimberley)
I should just like to say a few words in
reward to this motion. I feel inclined to

support the member for North-East
Coolgardie (Mr. Vesper), because if we
are contributing soldiers, the least we can
do is to help, if any troops are lost, to
relieve those left behind. It has been
usual, before the mayors of large cities
and towns have taken any action in col-
lecting subscriptions for relief purposes,
that they should be asked by those in
authority in the old countrv, or other
parts, to do so. At the imie of the
Indian famine, we were asked particularly
by the Lord Mayor of London to open a
fund, and if we do receive any intimation
onl this occasion, then we would gladly
open a, subscription list, and no doubt the
people of the colony would subscribe
most liberally. I do not know whether
we could establish a f und unless authorised.
to do so. I should not feel called upon
as mlayor of the City of Perth to inauigu-
rate a fund, unless authorisedi to do so.
The Government. have given away large
sums of money to people in distress, and
for people who have lost their bread-
winners this House has contributed most
liberally to those left behind; therefore
I think this is a case in which the
Government might place a few thousand
pounds on the Estimates, and no doubt
the House would pass the amount unani-
mously.

MR. MORAN (East Coolgardie): There
is something in what the member for
West Kimberley says. His desire is to
provide for those who are- left behind in
case of loss which may occur in our own
enthusiastic little corps ; but this motion
will not cover that.

MR. A. FoRREsT: It will cover every-
thing.

MR. MORAN: The bon. member who
introduced the motion desired the Govern-
ment and the people to subscribe to hielp
generally the distress created in South
Africa. it the other colonies, as I under-
stand it, the money subscribed is to be
used first of all to relieve the dependents
of those sent from these colonies in case
of loss; but the remarks which have been
made by the member for West IKimberley
do not seem to indicate that. The Man-
sion House Fund will be a general fluid
for hospital and other purposes, and for
the purpose of relieving distressed people
and providing food and so forth to
refugees inSouth Africa. The member for
West Kimberler (Mr. Forrest) is miss-
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in- the point if he thinks his suggestion
would help our own soldiers or their
dependents left behind in this colony.

MR. A. FORREST: We have not lost
any soldiers yet.

MR. M,%ORALN: The probability is that
we shall lose some, even if only in the
bush on the way to the seat of war.
"Charityv begins at home," and we should

first provide for the dependents of those
we abre sending away. I would like an
expression of opinion as to whether the
motion ougrht not to he turned into one
providing for casualties in the ranks of
our own soldiers, because if the 125 mem-
bers of the contingent happen to fall foul
of a Boer ambuscade, the whole of them
may disappear, and we will have a heavy
bill in providing for their friends and
dependents. I quite synpathise with the
motives of the mnember for North-East
Coolgiardie, and such a motion is fitting
from hii,because he was one of those who
opposed thle *ending away of the contin-
gent, not from any disloyval feeling, hut
because lie does not think Australia is
called upon to take any active part; and
hie now submits this motion to show that
his loyalty is not less than that of any
bon. member. But we do not know
where this war is going to end; and as
Mr. Chamberlain hias given us to under-
stand we must keep the contingent up to
its full fighting strength, we may' lose the
whole 125, and have to make the number
tip again, and I suggest we should con-
sider the advi sability of first looking af ter
our own.

MR. CONGILLY (Dundas): The de-
Irate has been conducted on two different
issues. The issue brought forward in
the motion is that the Government,
representing the colony, should eantri-
Thite to thec Mansion House Fund in
London for the relief of the destitute
in the Transvaal; and now a question
has been mooted of raising a fund to
provide for the dependents of nmembers
of the contingent we are sending to
South Afriica. I ami muich in sympathy
ith the motion, which displays a kindly

spirit. iot especially coining from the
mnember for North-East Coolg-ardie after
the somnewhat indifferent mnanner in
,which hie supported the motion to send
away the contingent.

AIR. Vospgn: I (lid not support that
jiotioli at all: I opposed it.

MR. CONOLLY:- I did not know the
hon. member opposed that motion,
although I k-new he had spoken indiller-
ently about it. It seems to me that if a
contribution can be made to the Mansion
House Fund, we ought also to be prepared
to raise a similar fund in this colony.
There is some reason in the contention
advanced b:y the Commissioner of Rail-
ways; but I do not agree with the
member for West Kim berley (Mr. For-
resit), who is also mayor of Perth, that

I theie is any necessity' to wait until we
are asked to organise a. flund of the kind.
It would he snore generous to sponta-
neously raise a fund.

Mu. A. FORREST : We have no
authority to do that.

Mn. CONOL BY: From whom does
the hon. memiber expect to receive
aluthorityP Surely this is a matter which
the councillors of the city have within
their jur-isdiction, andi they canm by reso-
-lotion give authority to raise a f und ; and
the citizens of Per-th coutd show their
approval or otherwise of such at step, by
the manner in which they support it.
If people do not approve of the step, they
will not contribute; hut if they do
approve, I have no doubt there are mnany
in and around Perthi who would respond
ini a generous man ner. I scarcely know,
whether I shall support the motion or
oppose it, although the spirit of the
proposal is excellent.

Mnt. VosERn: Follow your generous
feelings.

MR. C ONO LLY:- I really feel inclined
to do so, although I do not for a
monment suppose the question will go to a
division. I Would like to see the mayor

Iof Perth, in his official capacity, open a
subscription list towards the Mansion
House Fund.

MR. MITCHELL (Murchison) : I
think wye are getting off the track someo-
what. I take it that directly the con-
tingent leave our shores they become
Imperial soldiers, and the fund to which
the mnember for North-East Coolgardie
(Mr. Vosper) has asked the Government
to contribute is a general fund to help)
those who mnay be wounded, whether
they be soldiers of this or any otter
British country.

MR. MoxRtN : The fund is not for
soldiers at all.

&) Believe Di4rese.
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AIR. MITCHELL: Then it is for the
friends and dependents of soldiers. The
Government might head a subscription
List with a certain amount, and then the
mayors of Perth and other parts could
follow suit, and in this way a respectable
fund would he raised. If wye are uinfor-
Bate enough to lose some of the contin-
gent, though I hope that will not be the
case, it will be time to meet the blow
when it comes ; and there is nothing to
prevent our coming forward to help the
dependents of our own men. The Gov-
erminent ought to give something towards
the Mansion House Fund, and I have
much pleasue in supporting the motion.

MR. SOLOMON (South Fremnantle) :
I have much] pleasure in supporting the
motion, which seems to be somewhat
misunderstood. The Mansion House
Fund is solely for refugees from the
Transvaal, anmngst wvhom are a great
number of Australians. For years past
Australians have emigrated to South
Africa, not only from this colony, but the
oilher colonies; and by contributing to
this fund, we should be assisting our
fellow-colonists. I do not wish to anti-
cipate what mnay occur to those who are
enlisting as soldiers in the contingent,
but we must remember the motion pro-
poses to assist refugees, miany of whom,
as I say, are Australians who have been
obliged to leave the Transvital owing to
the war.

MR. RASOI' (South Mutrchison): I
amn heartily in accord with the motive of
the mover, because it is desirable this
colony should contribute to the Mansion
House Fund. But subscriptions ought
to be voluntary from the residents of
the colony, and not from the Government.
I never yet heard of a Government con-
tributing to such at fund, which is 6n-
tirely in the hands of private individuals
and controlled by the Lord Mayor of
London. The fund has reached a. large
amount from voluntary subscriptions,
and at fund could be raised in this colouv
in a similar manner. I hope some actiont
will be taken in this direction, because it
would not be advisable for the Govern-
nient to make a special contribution.
The member for North-East Coolgardie
may be able to attain his object in a
different way, and I have no doubt, if an
appeal be made, the inhabitants of
WVestern Australia will contribute largely.

Ma. KINGSMILt (Pilbarra) :I have
listened with a good deal of attention to
those members who cannot see why the
Government should take the step indi-
cated bY the motion; but I have heard
absolutely no reason why the Govern -
ment should not contribute in the
way proposed, except the reason that
this is a somewhat novel proposal. But
everything must have a beginning, and
Western Australia should be proud of
being the first to take a step in a good
cause. .I attach a good deal of weight
to the contention of the member for
South Fremantle (Mr. Solomon), that a
great number of reffugebs who have lost
practically everything, and are homeless
and starving -and it would appear, so
far as Western Australia is concerned,
are more or less friendless-are Austra-
lians, and possibly' some of them WVest
Australians; and we could not do better
than support the motion in its entirety.

MR. ILLINGWORTH (Central Mur-
chison): I ami in entire sympathy with
the motion, but I would like it to be
distinctly understood that the conditions
and circumstances are peculiar and
entirely unusual; and that if Parliament
decide to take a step of the character
proposed, it shiould not be accepted as at
precedent. We must not at all times
and under all circumstances wait for
precedents. This Government is some-
what famous for making precedents-
some of them not remarkably good ones,
either. There are really several subjects
before the House, which have become
rather mixed together, and I think we
oughit to try to get a clear conception of
what we are doing. In regard to our
soldiers, it is desirable that the Govern-
mnent should follow the example set by'
the oilier colonies, by insuring the lives
of those men who are leaving our
shores. The cost would not he very
great, and at the same time some definite
compensation would be secured for the
friends of those who may be called upon
to lose their lives.

Mu. MORAN: They are going to what
is for them the safest place in the wvorld.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: The Govern-
ment have that matter practically under
their control, and there is no necessity
for at motion to enable them to adopt my
suggestion. So much for one question.
In regard to the casualties which mnay
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take place, and in consequence of which
this House may be called upon for finarn-
cial assistance, flint question comes as a
sort of necessary corollary to the steps
already taken. If accidents occur and
contingencies arise, this House will have
to do its part in providing for them, and
must be prepared to do so, pecuniarily or
otherwise. I now come to a question
which is entirely different from the other
matters I have discussed; for this is a
question of pure humanity, arising out.
of the peculiar circumstances of the resi-
dents of some of those places in South
Africa which are within the sphere of
these disturbances, some of those people
having been Australian colonists.

Ma. MORAN: That is a rather narrow-
mninded view. Are'we only to do this for
AustraliansP

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Never mind
the narrowness: wve will see whether the
view be correct. There are certain lines
wvhich are correct, although they may, be
narrow. We can run a Sft. 6in. railway
as well as a 5ft., and 1)oth lines may be
effective. It is no argument to say that
a view is narrow. Dealing, however,
with the question before the House, I
say there are some persons in the
Transvaal who are Westei Australians,
and, in addition to the Western Ais-
tralians, others of the sufferers are Aus-
tralians. We are dealing with the
absolute fact that some thousands of
persons have left Johannesberg and other
parts of the Transvaal and are absolutely
destitute, have lost their all, and are now
in Cape Town or in Natal, in a desti-
tute condition. The Mansion House
Fund is raised to relieve those persons;
not to provide in any way for soldiers
or for other contingencies connected
with the war. This is not a warlike
question at all; but as a consequence of
this conflict, a large number of people
have had to leave their homes hurriedly,
very often penniless, sometimes only half
dressed; and they are now in other parts
of South Africa, having lost all* their
means of livelihood and being in dis-
tressed circumstances. Can there be
anything wrong in the proposal of the
motion?: We are here as trustees of the
public funds. Can there be anything
wrong in devoting a portion of those
funds with which we have been entrusted
by the people of this colony to relieve a

distress of this kind ? We should have
no hesitation I presume in voting, if it
were necessary, for the relief of the
sufferers in any large catastrophe which
might happen in any part of the British
dominions.

Tasi COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
But this is without precedent.

MR. ILLINGWORtTH: It is not
wholly without precedent; but even if it
were, I contend that is not a good argu-
went at the present stage. I have
already remarked that the Government
can make precedents; we have had evi-
dence of their ability to make them; and
this is another one, and a good one too.

THE: ATTORNEY GENERAL: Has the
Imperial Government contributed to the
Mansion House Fund ?

AIR. ILLINGWORTH: I am not
aware that they have. I iniagine that
the Imperial Government at present have
just as much as they can do to deal with
the larger question.

MR. MORAN: They are providing the
corpses.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: Blut the
people of London, who represent British
feeling to a very large extent, have miost
generously responded in the way that is
most usual. Large subscriptions were
raised by ,he London Stock Exchange:
that is natural, because the Stock Ex-
change is heavily interested in Johannes-
berg; and large subscriptions have been
handed in to the fund that has been
established by the Lord Mayor of
London. If this distress be sufficiently
relieved by that fund, though I hardly
think it cani be, there will be no necessity
for us to add to the subscriptions; but I
think we might very well give our quota.
We are only a small people, and a large
number in this community would be glad
to assist in their own little waty in this
direction ; but it is impossible to collect
subscriptions from everybody, and the
only way in which everybody can con-
tribute is for sonic portion of the subscrip-
tion to come out of the general revenue:
then everybody contributes something and
everybody feels interested in the result.
The suggestion I have to make as to the
nwodus operandi, if the motion be carried,
is that the awn which this House provides
should be handed to his worship the
Mayor of Perth as the nucleus of a fund
which shall appeal to the best feelings of
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the people of this colony, and that as
each sum of £2500 or] X,06O is raised, the
fact be telegraphed to the Mansion House
b~y his worship the mtay or. This House
should ask the Government to devote to
the fund a sum such as £600 or £1,000,
as the Government may determine, to be
handed to the mayor as the nucleus of a
fund to be raised by the general public.

MR. MORAN: Why should the mayor
send it hiome V The Government could
send it.

Mn. ILL~INGWORTH: I would ask
the lion. member not to k-eel, up a run-
ning fire of interjections. Occasional
interjections I do not mind, bitt perpetual
interjections going on at the same time as
one's own speech make ,uatteis some-
what difficult. I admtit the course I have
just suggested is unusual; I know it is
somewhat of a precedent; brit we can
make our own precedents, sad I think we
should he taking a very good step in
carrying this motion. As to thme amount
of money to be given by the Government,
of that we can take no note at the present
stage, its to do so Wvould be beyond our-
powers; but the Government, judging by
the feeliux, of the House, will no doubt
act in a way which will be to the satis-
faction, not only' of the House, butt of the
country at large. Taking this view of
the que~stin, I heartily support the
motion.

MRt. VOSPER (in reply) :I have to
thank bon. mnembers for the kindly recep-
tion they have given to the motion, and I
can onl 'y say their speeches do evcry
credit to the humanity of their sentiments,
and show their desire to assist those who
are suffering in other parts of the Empire.
I regret the attitude the Government
have taken on the question. I ami not at
all inclined to impute to them wrong
motives, for I suppose they' consider it
their duty to conserve the public funds as

Imch as possible; but I think on a small
matter like this, not involving more than
£1,000 at the outside, where at great
exam ple has been set us, and where
Western Australia mnight at once come
into a prominent position b 'y taking this
step, it would perhaps be just as well to
waive such objections for the time being,
till some more convenient occasion. With
regard to the arguments used in reference
to the want of a precedent, I can only say
there was a time when even the sending

of troops by a colony to the assistance of
the mother country was entirel y without
precedent; and if hon. members will cast
their memories back, they will recollect
that when Mr. W. B. Dailey, of New South
Wales, first proposed that troops should
be sent to the Soudani, his suggestion was
opposed b 'y the Government of the day;
but the popular enthusiasm was too
strong, the idea " caught on," and troops
were sent in spite of the Government;
and, in fact, the Government incurred
some considerable odium for opposing
the proposition, and Mr. Dalley, as we
know, had honours conferred upon him
by the Inmperial Government for his
action. We have no precedent in this
colony for sending troops anywhere, and
the only precedent we have has to be
taken from outside our own borders, front
New South Wales. The same may bie
said of all other Auistralian colonies; yet,

Iall over the empire the justice of the
principle is universally acknowledged,
with the exception of a very few dis-
sentients, amng whom I must be
classed. With the exception of titose
few and insignificant dissentients, it has
been universally acknowledged that the
colonies are justified in assisting the
mother country in her present situation,
as they would bie in at matter of greater

*moment. What I think is so deplorable
about the attitude of the temnporary
leader of the Government (Ron. F. H.
Fiesse) is that, while we are told in this
House, aind while the world at large is
told, that it is quite within the functions
of this Government to send men and
money and munitions of war to the
Transvaal for the purpose of perpetrat-
ing slaughter upon the inhabitants of
that country. and that without knowing
anything at all about the' merits of the
quarrel; while we are told it is perfectly
just to take that departure. in the name
of loyalty to the Empire, yet on the other
hand we are to do nothing at all, it is
outside the functions of the Government
to do anyvthing, to assist the cause of
charity. It seems to me that this is
simply a revolting doctrine. We are
told that. the soldier and the ammunition-
maker can have as much of our public
funds as the Government choose to give
them; but when we make an appeal on
behalf of the starving, the homeless, the
friendless, and the destitute, when we
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ask for money for hospital nurses and
for the aid of the sick and the succour of
the distressed, we are told that such pro-
vision is entirely outside the functions of
the G-overnmnent. If that be the ease, I
ami sorry the functions of the Govern-
ient are so restricted. The Government
can use f unds for warlike purposes which
cause every thinking man a feeling of
regret, for while he may admit the neces-
sity he must deplore th~at necessity. On
the other hand, the Ministry find it
absolutely impossible to do anythiing at
all to assist the weak and suiffering
victims of the war who, though they have
done nothing to cause the trouble, will
perhaps suffer most of all. Among those
people, too, are a great number of our
own kith and kin, persons who have gone
from Australia to the Transvaal, have
settled down there as peaceable citizens,
and have, perhaps, had very little to do
with the politics of that republic, but
who, through no fault of their own, now
find themselves absolutely deprived of
their homes, their propei-ties, and of all
that mnakes life worth living, and cast
adrift in Cape Colony or Natal as houseless
refugees. We come to this House, make
anl appeal to the Government for assist-
ance, and we are told it is outside the
Go vernmient's functions. Althoughb the
Government can create a precedent when
it is a question of assisting in slaughter,
they cannot do so when it is proposed to
mitigate the evils resulting from that
slaughter. I appeal to the fine sense of
humianity which pervades this House, and
I appeal to the leader of the Government,
to say whether that is not rather a
fallacious and altogether a preposterous
argument.

ThuE ConnTssowna OF R.AtwASs: As
I said before, there are other means of
raising these funds.

Ms. VOSPER -. I know there are other
means of raising these funds.

Mnt. Monnq: This is a matter for the
Imperial Government.

MR. VOSFER: But weimust remnember
that the Imperial Government are bear-
ing- the greatest portion of the cost of this
war, practically the whole of it; and the
cost to Great Britain cannot be much less
than half a million a day . The cost of
war is enormous, as hon. members can
see b)y consulting statistics; and that
being so, in the mother eon ntrv it is

recognised that where work of this sort,
charitable work, is to be carried on, it
should be carrLied on by private muni-
ficence. Besides, the ImpUerial Govern-
ment do perform ambulance work on a
very large scale. Both the army trans-
port And the army medical staffs are very
expensive items in the equipment of
troops; and owing to the defective con-
dition of the Hoer ambulance, the British
Government are practically taking care of
the wounded on both sides, which means
a. heavy financial. burden.

THiE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS: We
shall have to hear a portion of that
expense.

Mn. VOSPER: But that is a suml
thing. While the British Government,
in fighting the battles of the whole
Empire, are defraying the -whole cost of
the war, I say thiey are quite right in
leaving matters of this description to
private benevolence; and bearing in mind
that the cost of our own contribution of.
soldiers will be so insignificant as com-
pared with the general total as to
practically amount to nothing, we might
well add to the cost we are incurring by
endeavouring to do a charitahle action.
Hon. members talked loudly the other
day about loyalty and imperialism in this
House, and although I do not approve of
the policy which led to this present war,
yet if occasion arose 1 should be found
just as loyal to the Empire as if that
policy were one of which I did approve.
I ask, in what way- can we better
conserve the Imperial sentiment than by
passing a, motion of this kind], which
would give an example to the British
Empire and the world at large, showing
thaut we are -not only prepared to assist in
defending the Empire, but also to assist
those who are subjects of the Empire, and
who through no fault of their own are
brought into distress by the exigen -
cies of war ? By passing a motion of this
kind, we should be doing our best not
only to assist in obtaining victory, and
also to assuage the evils which necessarily
arise out of the war : we should be
endeavouring to show our humanity as
well as our imperialism. In what better
way can we give effect to our sentiments
than by mingling our imperialism with
our benevolence'- The British Empire
has been celebrated throughout the world
for its benevolence, humanity, and justice;
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and we should be acting up to the highest
principles of the Empire by passing such
a motion as this. I know for a fact that
at the time notice of this motion was
given, it was telegraphed to the other
colonies-I do not know whether it was
telegraphed to England-and, whatever
the fate of the motion, Reuter's Agency
will see that the information readies
London i due coruse; therefore would it
be a pleasant thing for Westernt Aus-
tralia to be reported as having had a
motion of this kind laid before the
Assembly, and that the Assembly had
defeated it on the ground that there was
no precedent for it, or on account of somei
feeble excuse of that kind? I do not
think such a decision would do the colony
good in the eyes of the British nation;
and it would have been better for the
motion not to have been tabled than for
it to be defeated. At the same time I
cannot help that. I expect the Govern-
mnent to look at the matter in a broad
light, and to set a great example. If they
will not do so, the responsibility rests
with them and not with me. For all
these reasons, I hope and trust the Gov-
ernment will withdraw their opposition
to the motion. I do not wish to dictate I
to them, and I am sure the House will
not do so at all, but will leave the whole
matter with the Government, Something
ought to be done, and we leave it to the
sense, humanity, and justice of the Gov-
ernm en. That being thecaeIthn
the motion should not be withdrawn,
lbe(ause in my opinion it would not be
hon1ourable to me or the House generally
if a motion of this kind were withdrawni.
The sense of the House should be taken.
and if the motion is defeated, the respon-
sibility must rest on the Government, and
on the Government alone. I1 trust they
will not take upon themselves sueh at
responsibility, and that the motion will

be pased, whereby we shall be doing a
great deal to advance the fair fame of
Western Australia. the object being the
alleviation of a considerable amount of
misery caused by the war.

MY. ROBSON (Geraldton): liad not
intended to join in the debate on the
motion; but I may say that from the
outset I felt strongly inclined to oppose
it. Having listened to the defence of
the motion by the mover (Mr. Vosper), I
cannot help saying a few words on the

subject. It seems to me strange that a
member of this House should accuse the
Government of inhumanity, simply for
the little reason that they do not feel
inclined to support this motion. On
whose behalf are we sending the men to
the Transvaal? On whose behalf did
the men of this colony volunteer to go to
the Transvaal ? On behalf of the very
ref ugees for whom the hon. member
wishes subscriptions to be raised. Is it
not more honouirable for men to go for-
ward and fight for their fellow-colonists
than merely to raise a vaporous motion
in the House for subscriptions, and to
work upon that enormous blimp of
benevolence we -all have when paying
with other people's money ? Is this
colony not acting in a inanly way in
sending forward its proportion of men?
It is said that Great Britain is bearing
the total cost of this campaign, and that
the war is entirely on behalf of the
Empire. Surely Great Britain canl afford
to bear a much larger cost than we canl.
We are sending a few men, and are
willing and proud to bear the cost of
them; anid it seems to me ridiculous that
the Government should be accused of
inhumanity, and that we should be told
we are absolutely ignorant of the cause
for which the war is being waged. I
consider that language is an insult to the
intelligence of the community, to accuse
us of being ignorant of the cause of this
war. Surely the hon. mnember knows
this war is on behalf of British citizens
in the Transvaal, and that it is to gain
for them the same liberties as the
boil. gentleman possesses in this House
and in this colony, the right which all
British citizens hope to have loader the
British flag all over the world, the tight
to raise their voice in the cause of justice
and humanity. I will say no more on
this subject, except that I wats at Karla-
katta camp yesterday, and saw the nien
Who were being drilled, and I have no
hesitation in saying that when they are
fuLlly equipped and leave these shores,
they will be a credit to Western Aus-
tralia.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon,
Rt. W. Pennefather): The motion thalt
hats been laid before the House is, no
doubt, one of sympathy, and there is not
a ma nm the Assembly who does not
sympathise with those who suffer by
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reason of this war; but it is unfortunate
that in supporting the motion the hion.
itember who moves it should, I might
say, go out of his way to make such
observations upon the conduct of the
Government as he has made this evening.
The hou. mnember is not adopting a
proper course in taking upon himself the
responsibility of moving a motion of this
character without consulting any other
person in the Rouse, and then en-
deavouring to force us to carry it by
sayving, - If the Government do not
assist inc in carrying this out, then be
the responsibility on their heads!" It
must he borne in mind that the Govern-
inent have no object in the course they
adopt, beyond that of conserving the
funfds of which they are trustees for the
coitntry. If believe the subscriptions which
have becn raised in England are obtained
entirely t rot private sources, as wvill be
the subscriptions that doubtless will be
raised in the colonies; and I do not under-
stand why, in order to satisfy one lion.
mnember, this House sh~ould single itself
out beyond all other portions of the
British doininions, and pass a vote of
other people's money to show its practical
sympathy with a section of the British
public. I am sure the object of the hion.
membher is Rood; but, though that is the
case, he must not think ever~y other mem-
ber is barren of sympathy.

MR. Voss'ER: I never said so. I said
quite the contrary to all that.

THE ATTORNEY G ENER AL: In
addition to that, the hion. member urged
-and was supported, I regret to say, by
the hion. member for Central Murehison
(Mr. Illingworth)-that the Rouse should
snake a. precedent and, so to speak, wipe
out some of the mistakes that have been
made in the past. That is another pecu-
liar argument,. Tro sum uip the point, it
simuply means tis : Is this House pre-
pared, onl its own motin, to vote a Stuml
of nione for the piu-pose of shown it
practical symipathy, when that canl be
done by private subscriptions? There is
nothing whatever to prevent the mayor
of Perth, or any other responsible person,
f rmm intiating a public subscription for
this purpose. I confess the Government
do not see their wayv to accept the respon-
sibility of adopting the modification suig-
Aested by the member for Central Mur- I
chison, that an initial stun should be

Ivoted by this Legislature, and handed
over to the mayor of Perth, and then
public subscriptions be obtained. The
proper course is, I take it. for the public
outside to stai-t a subscription list, either
by the niayor and councillors of Perth ---

MR. MortAx: Or any mayor in the
country.

THER ATTORNEY GENERAL: Any~
mayor in the country can do it. The
fund can he made a joint one, and be
givenl by the inhabitants of Western A-ims-
tralia for the benefit of those who suffer.

Motion put, and negatived on the voices.

MOTION-FEDERATION: TO DEFER
NEW PUBLIC WORKS.

MR. HARPER (Beverley) moved:
That in consequence of the disastrous effect

the adoption of federation, as proposed, would
have upon this colony, by prohibiting tlie
possibility of further land settlement, by
paralysing manny local industries, and by de-
pleting our revenue and thereby prejudicing
o.r borrowing powers, it is imiportant that this
P1arliamnent should not pledge itself to under-
take any new public; works, -nor to expend any
imore revenue than-is required for watters of
immeidiate necessity, pending the result of the
referendum. That in the event of the colony
deciding in favoutr of joining the Commnon-
wealth, the continuance of aL public worki
policy would be fniught with extrenie danger
to the State.

He said: My object in moving this motion
is to bring -before the House some phases
of the question which heretofore have not
been inuch dealt with. Several mnembers
who have dealt with the subject of federa-
tion assert it is entirely a matter 'of
hypothesis, and that in considering it
there are no facts that are of any value
at all. I contend that there are somne
facts of great importance, and I have
collected a few with a view of showing
the position I consider the farming
industry, at any rate, will be placed in by
thle adoption of federation. I have taken
a few of our principal soil p~roducts-
flow'r, pigs and poultry, barley, oats,
potatoes, and onions -and I have ascer-
tamned from the Registrar General's de-
partment, checking figures by the customis
returns, the actual requiremients of this
country at the present time; and to make
it simpler, I have converted the whole of
this.- into land prepared for- cultivation.
I find that the deficiency in all these
articles, putting themn into land, requires
an area to-day Of 102,000 acres of new
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land that would have to be cleared to
bring the supply tip to the requirements
of the present population of this country
on those articles only. To bring the
supply upl to the requirements, there
would, I assert, have to be aln addition of
102,000 acres actually* in crop; but, ats
every one acquainted with agriculture
knows, it is niecessary' to have a consider-
able area cleared beyond that which is in
crop. En fact, to put it at a low estimate,
you may say it requires double the land
cleared fit for cultivation to that which is
under crop. The best managed farm
usually requires three times the quanitity,
but I have taken it at the lower estimate
of double. This would mean that we
should require to-day 200,000 acres of
fresh land cleared, over and above that
which has been reckoned in the official
returns. But there is something to come
off, because the returns do not give the
land cleared in this year. To show what
has been done in the direction of develop-
ing agriculture in the way of clearing
land, I take the Last thiree years. In
1896 new laud wats cleared to the extent
of 24,000 acres; in 1897, 85,000 acres;
in 1898, 40,000; and for this year
I have assumed there hats been another
40,000, although I believe that is
considerably over the estimatte, and I will
mention. the reason why I consider it,
anl over-estimate. Everyonie knows there
was a considerable depression immediately
after last hairvest; that those who pro-
dluced articles from the soil found an
extreme difficulfy in realising on those
articles; and the effect has been to cur-
tail largely the work the farmers were
carrying out rapidly before, to supply the
produce required.

Ali. MORAN: What was the cause of
that?

MR. HARPER: I will explain the
Cause, and it is very instructive. People
living on the land for two or three years
previously did a great deal, in fac-t they
used every penny, so to speak, in clearing
their lanld and procuring plant and
machinery for working it. These people
had pledged their crops largely to pay for
the machinery before they got their crops;
but when harvest time arrived, the banks
started to call in money, and it was
pointed out by the Premier in his Budget
speeci that the banks actually withdrew
.from the people that. year thle sumn of

£R334,000. The result was that the
traders, who had been accustomed to
renew bill3 or allow accounts from the
farmers to stand over, began to press the
farmers who had not the cash. The
farmers had to sell, and the wav in which
the farmers had to realise to satisfy the
banks was cruel. Perhaps there was
something, I will not say worse than that,
which contributed to this state of affairs.
The traders front the city and the gold-
fields purchased a lot of produce onl bills,
and when the bills became due, the
personrs who had purchased on bills were
either out of the colony or insolvent.

MR. ILLflZOWORTHT: The bills were not
met ?

MR. HARPER: They were not, met,
and in some cases the persons who had
given the bills were out of the colony.
This was dlone by traders on the gOld-
fields and in the city: and that is the
reason of the great difficulty' in realising
at the end of last harvest. To show how
absurd it was to say there was a glut of
wheat, it has been proved since that the
produce of wheat was only about 60 per
cenlt, of the requriremtents of the colony;
therefore to say there was a glut of wheat
is a term that cannot hie applied. The
actual fact is that the produce was there
to the extent of 60 per cent., hut the
buyers were not there. Thatisnivreason
for saying I think myv estimate of 40,000
acres cleared during this last season is an
excessive one. All the figures I1 have
taken are the ininian onl one side and
the maximum on the other, so as to 1'e
well within the mark. We arrive at this
point, that for the present requirements
100,000 acres of land will have to be
cleared before the present number of
people in the colony canl be supplied with
the articles which I have mentioned. If
we turn to the report of the manager of
the Agricultural Bank, we get some idea
of what the clearing of the land costs.
I am not giving iny own ideas about this.
The manager of the Agr-icultural Bank
says that every acre of land cleared has
cost on an average about £2 14s. That
is simply the cost of the clearing of the
land, and I think I am. still within
the mark in saying that the other re-
quirements in the shape of plant, fencing,
etcetera, will bring the amount lip to £4
per acre, so that the 160,000 acres of
land require an outlay of £4 per acre,

Federation:
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which is equal to £650,000- The member
for Albany (Mr. Leake), speaking the
other evening on the subject of federa-
tion, said that a year and a half or a
couple of years would be long enough
for agriculturists to be in at position to
produce sufficient for the requirements
of the people of the colony. The point
that must present itself to any person
who looks at the matter in a reasonable
light is, are people going to lay* out all
their money on land when they know
they cannot get a return for a year anid a
half, and know that then the return from
the land wvill be reduced to the lowest
possible margin by the competition from
outside the colony ? The immediate intro-
duction of federation will stop at once,
if not the whole, very nearly the whole
of the clearing which is now going on in
the colony. Not only that, but there
is another important thing we must bear
in mind. The Government have ad-
vanced a considerable sum of money
through the Agricultural Bank to people
going onl the land, and everyone who
knows anything about the subject of
land settlement knowvs that in the early
stages of farming it is one long drudgery
for the farmers to try and get ahead of
the burdens that are cast upon them.
I have no hesitation in saying that if the
moderate protection now enjoyed by the
farmers is done away with, the country
will stand to lose a considerable
amount of the money advanced, because
it will be difficult for those to wvhom
money has been advanced to keep their
heads above water. I have onkv taken
the articles mentioned to sh~ow the
requirements of this colony, but there rs
anotherarticleof very considerable import-
ance which is required in this colony,
and that is butter. I have made a calcu-
lation in regard to butter, and find that
it will require 23,000 rnilch cows to
supply the amount of butter which is
imported to-day' . Anyone who knowvs
anything of the stock branch of faringm
undertands that it is through the clearing
of land, and the production of wheat,
that the farmer arrives at his dairy
pr-oduce. In this colony we have not
the open rich grass laud which they' have
in the other colonies. All the land has
to be cleared and cultivated before it is
good for grazing purposes ; therefore it
is through the process of clearing the

laud that we can hope to develop the
farming industry of the colony. The
effect of intercolonial free-trade will be to

inmediately stop the clearing of land,
and it will check the cultivationl of land.
It will prohlibit the development of the
stock industry in dairy produce, at anyv
rate. It is even dou~btful if there wil
be much land cleared which is now held
in fee simple. Those who have sufficient
capital to develop their lands will natur-
ally say that they prefer not to lay out
all their money where they see no proba-
bility' of gain, but a pi-obatbilitv of losing
some of their capital as well as the
interest on their money. With regard to
the local industries mentioned in the
motion, I do not propose to say much,
as it is generally admitted that such
local industries as we have-I spea~k
of the urban industries-must to a
great extent be injured, if not alto-

.gether sacrificed, b y federation. The.
main p~rinciple underlying federation is
that there will be free-trade between
the colonies, coupled with a barrier
against the outside world. That
being the case, it is obvious if a
State is compelled to buy within its
borders, and receives no benefit by selling
within its borders, that State must be
losing every tinie it purchases: there is
no getting away from that fact. Until
the State can sell her produce within the

ring fence of protection or prohibition,
the State must be a loser.

MR. JmaEs: Cannot the State sell
gold ?

MR. HARP'ER: I do not think the
holl. member has considered this question
sufficiently.

MR. JmRrs: Do not be abusive. Answer
the question.

Ma. HARPER: The effect of federa-
tion will be this, that 'Your neighbours
compel you to buy goods worth 16s. for
£1, and they, compel you to sell where
you canx get only the market value, which
means that you are handicapped to the
extent of 20 per cent. Let us take the
case of Queensland. If that colony joins
the federation it will have a monopoly of
the whole sugar market of Australia.
The present average duty in the Austra-
lian colonies on sugar is X5 per ton, and
if Queensland has the control of the
Australian market, that colony can surely'
ensure getting that advance or somewhere
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near that advance on her production of
sugar. This colony imports about 9,000
tons of sugar a, year, which means that
this colony is taxed Ss. or 6s. a bead, or
£-45,000 a year, for the privilege of buying
Queensland sugar. The revenue will not
benefit by this money, -which will go into
the pock-ets of those who deal in sugar.
That is only one item, but. the same
remarks apply to> textile fabrics.' If the
Commonwealth Parliament choose, as no
doubt they will, to put duties on textile
fabrics for the benefit of the trade of the
other colonies, we shall have a. similar set
of circumstances to those in connection
with sugar.

MR. JANES: What textile factories are
there in Australia to-day ?

MR. HAR PER:- I do -not say there are
textile factories, but there are clothing
factories.

MR. JAMES: They are not textile
factories,

Mit. HA RPIER:- But the material dealt
with is textile.

MR. DOHrERTY: There are woollen
factories at Geelong and in Queens-
land.

MRt. JAMES: Do you call those textile
factories ?

Ma. DoHERTY: Yes.
MitR. HARPER: The object of federa-

tion is to enable the colonies to produce
those manufactures. If hion. members
will look at -what we import in the way
of? machinery, they will find the quantity
is enormous, and there is not the slightest
doubt a heavy duty will be placed on
machiniery, a. duty which will not
gYo to the customs or the revenue., but
simply into the pockets of the manufac-
turers.

MR. ILLINOWOET-H: Do we not import
machinery now?

MR. HARPER: Machinery manu-
facturers have now to compete with
the outside world, and they sell us
machinery cheaper than they do in
their own colonies, but under federation
we will be compelled to pay more for
machinery, because the federal duty will
shut out the competition of the outside
world. Besides machinery there is the
important item of railway engines and
rolling-stock, and if these be added to
machinery, we find the value of the impor-
tations is about one million sterling per
annlu.

MR. ILLINGWORTH: That will not be
added.

Ma. HARPER: It is not in the Bill,
but we heard something from the member
for Albany (Mr. Leake) the other night,
Some hon. miemlbeI declared himself in
favour of the principle of doing the
greatest good to the greatest number, and
the member for Albany applauded that
sentiment; and under federation, the
greatest good to thle greatest number will
mean that. the capitalists and artisans of
the Eastern colonies will dictate what
shall be bought without the State, and
what shall be bought within the State.
There is no doubt the manufacture of roll-
ing-stock for railways will be one of the
first industries capitalists will start, and
there is no power whatever to prevent the
consequences I hare indicated. These two
items of machinery and sugar, taking a
very medium view of the probable tariff,
indicate that this colony, under fedlera-
tion, will be compelled, if she pur-
chase the same amount of machinerv,
sugar, and rolling-stock as she did
last year, to pay to the capitalists and
labourers of Eastern Australia about
£250,000 per annum, not one penny of
which will go into our revenue. The
point I wish to urge is that if the British
capitalists, from whom we wish to borrow
money, are told we stand in the position
of sacrificing all the profits of trade to
the Eastern colonies, they will under-
stand we cannot possibly afford to pay
for any more borrowed money. Members
on the Opposition side of the House have
lately been condemning the Government
for borrowing on Treasury bills, at a high
rate of interest- but it is more than prob-
able we would not be able to borrow on
inscribed stock at a low rate, if capitalists
were informed we had given to federated
Australia a first mortgage on all our
property, and that it was very doubtful
whether we had resources with which to
repay the money already borrowed.
Therefore, it behoves us to look very care-
fully into this matter, and I feel that
joining federation would so impair the
borrowing capacity of this colony as to
make it doubtful whether we would be
able to finish the public works already
autborised, unless the money, were bor-
rowed at a ruinous rate. I do not pro-
pose to say more, but submit the motion,
feeling perfectly confident the figures I1

Fedoration.-
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have given are absolutely correct, and
that my assumptions may fairly be drawn
from those figures.

MR. ROBSON (Geraldton): In second-
ing the motion, I regret to again address
the House, after just giving hon. meni-
hers a little lecture about speaking too
often; but the fact is that at long while
ago, I arranged with the member for
Beverley (Mr. Harper) to second this
motion. In the first place I particularly
call the attention of members of the
Opposition to the motion, knowing that
many of them oppose, whenever possible,
the borrowing and public works policy of
the Government. We cannot but recog-
nise that the policy of the Forrest Gov-
ernment from the very start has been
entirely one of public works.

MR. ILLINGOoRTH : A policy of borrow
and spend.

MR. ROBSON: When the Premier was
making his Budget speech recently, I
interjected that "opportunitl' made the
wan," to which the Premier promptly re-
plied thatin hiscasethatwas not so, because
be had found the opportunity and takjen it.
I contend that anybody who has bad the
power to borrow and spend the vast
amount of money which has been spent
in the last five or six years, has any
amount of opportunity for keeping imi-
self in power and for generally pandering
to popularity' , and giving sops in the way
of roads, bridges, and agricultural hialls
all over the country.

TH. OMMIuSSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
These public works are given to con-
stituencies represented on both sides of
the House.

MR. ROBSON; I speak particularly
of members on the Opposition side of the
House, and urge that this motion is one
they may cordially support, with the
hope of stopping that sort of public
works policy. They must recognise that
so long as the members on the Govern-
ment benches pull the purse strings, the
Opposition have not the least chance of
crossingr the floor. The member for
Beverley has so well and so ably put for-
ward the cnse from the agricultural point
of view, that very little is left for me to
say. The Government have several pro-
posals to bring down for public works,
and amongst these are agricultural rail-
ways. We all look forward to the open-
ing tip of the country by means of such

railways; but with the figures of the
member for Beverley before us, we must
ask ourselves what is the use of 1)orrow-
ing more money to carry out works of
the kind? The hion. member has proved
conclusively that under federation there
is likely to be no more land cleared in the
colony for a long while to come, and I go
even further, and think a good deal of
land which has been cleared will be
allowed to go back to the thicket stage.
It is our duty to remember that during
the last few years the Agricultural De-
partment have largely encouraged people
to settle in this colony under the existing
tariff. These people have invested money,
time, and labour in the colony, aind so
far have had little or no return; and to
join the Colm onwealth, which means the
sweeping away of the tariff, would be
absolutely breaking faith with a large
number of these people, who would be
given the right to turn round and say
they had been induced to conic to the
colony under false pretences. There is
another section of the community on
whom a vast amount of public money
has been spent, and for whose benefit
most of the public works have been
created. I allude to the people on the
goldfields; and if we are allowed to pro-
gress and work out our own end for some
years to come, it will be for their benefit
we shall be prepared to offer further
extensions of public works. No doubt
the goldfields have made the colony what
it is to-day, because the discovery of
gold gave' the colony a tremendous
impetus, and we are now doing well, if
we are left alone.

AIR. MORAN: The country helped the
goldfields too.

MR. ROBSON: Exactly; gold was
found, and if the agricultural portion of
the country had not helped the goldfields
by means of these public works, for which
we have borrowed so much money, the
goldfields would never have turned out
the splendid dividends they are turning
out to-day. I have heard hon. members
regretting that so much money in the
shape of dividends is going out of the
country ;, but it is only fair to those who
invested their money in the mines of this

colony, and largely helped in the work of

development, that they should earn divi-
Idends, and I hope they will earn big
Idividends for many a long day to come.
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If the goldfields will help the colony
generally, I, as a member of this House ,
am prepared] to encourage the mining
industry and give it every facility and
means of transport possible. Already
the Government have built railways
and constructed roads and dams, anzd
are now carrying out the great Coolgardie
water sceei, 'Which miany of us- have
examined and thought over aL good deal
latel *y. I am not prepared to agree with
this water scheme in its entirety. I
listened with interest to the member for
Coolganlie (Mr. Morganis), when lie told
us the people of the goldfields were going
to pay for the scheme themselves in 20
years, and that no burden would be placed
on the colony.

MR. TLLnWOwonRw:E I do not believe it.
MnR. ROBSON: It is pleasant to hear

the words of the member for Coolgardie,
but I cannot look on the Scheme front
such aL reassurng point of view. The
colony, however, is committed to the
scheme, and I suppose we shall have to
go through with it; but had I been a
member of the House when the Cool-
gardie Water Supply Bill was brought
forward some years ago, I should have
raised my voice in protest, because I
regard it as inflicting a burden on the
toiintiv generally for the benefit of only
a small portion of the people. After
having carried out all public works at
present possible for the bienefit uf the
population on the goldields, what do we
find?' Pick up any goldfields newspaper
to-day, , and there will be found nothing
but grumbling, abuse, and dis9satisfac-
tion, and threats of separation if Western
Australia does not join the Common-
wealth as an original State. But surely
when we see these people on the gold-
fields whom we are striving to help,
and to whom we held out the hand of
brotherhood when they came from the
other colonies, turning round and ap-
parently anxious to sacrifice-the interests
of the older portions of the colony, merely-
for the commercial advantage of their
friends and relatives in other colonies
they have left, merely for the sake of the
sentimental fad which the federation of
this colony at the present time udouht-
edlv is, surely, then, I say it is high
time we raise our voices in no uncertain
tones, but in tones snch as this motion
gives forth to-day, and say, 11If this is

the way you goldfields people aire going
to treat us, it is time we put our foot
down to the best of our ability, to stop
the process." Why, when there is this
cry for separation oni the goldfields,
should the colony continue to build
the Coolg-ardie water scheme ? Why
should we continue to build railways to)
Menzies, to Norseman. and to other places.
when the goldfields pe-ople threaten to
cut off their portion of the colony, if
possible, from the older and more settled
districts ? I say again, why should we
fuirthier pledge the credit of this colony
for the sake of people whom I cannot
duab otherwise than as most ungrateful?
I have much pleasure in formally second-
ing the motion.

THE COMMISSIONER OF CROWN
LANDS (Hon. G. Throssell): The mein-
her for Beverley' (Mr. Har-per) and
myself generally see eye to eye upon
all public matters; but I much regret to
say I am altogether opposed to this
motion, and I will say at the outset that I
can conceive nothing more disastrous to
Westcrn Australia than the adoption of
such a policy as that foreshadowed by the
lion, member. The result of its adoption
by the Government and by our financial
institutions would simply be to create
the disaster wve anticipate from federation.
And what would be that result? The
stoppage of all public works in Western
Australia, to he followed by a scare on the
part of the finanicial institutions. Men
of light and leading, employers of labour
throughout the colony, would follow the
example of the Government and of the
banks ; and that example would further
be followed by a stamnpede to the Eastern
colonies of a great part of our population.
That seems to be the natural outcome of
such apolicy. I go further and say, with
all the earnestness of my nature, that
any Government who could be wicked
enough to adopt such a policy would not
deserve to live a single day: they would
prove absolute traitors to their trust.
The motion is so opposed to the usually
energetic practice of the lion, member in
his private life, that, I imagine he cannot
have seriously thought over the result of
such a policy. We are now brought face
to face with the question of extending
our railways. To my mind it only
becomes a question of whether those
railwvays be justified; whether we have
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the rich goldfields we are told we possess;
whether we have the rich stretch of
agicultural land we have been told we
have. If these questions can be answered
in the affirnative, our railways must be
extended so as to meet and to counteract
the evils we anticipate from the adoption,
under federation, of intercolonial free-
trade. I may say, as I frequently have
said, that I can see nothing ]nore regret-
table at the present juncture of our
histry than to have federation forced
upon us. 'When we remember what a
handful of people have been able to
accomplish in this colony during the
nine years of responsible government,
when we remember that they have
been able wisely to spend 11 millions
of money, and to raise this colony
from the Cinderella of the Australian
group to the brightest gem on the
continent, and when we are now told we
are to meet the disasters we fear by a
sudden abandonment of a wise public
works policy, I repeat that would bring
albout all the evils we anticipate. I am
at one with the bon. member as to his
figures, as to the quantity of fresh land
we should have to put under cultivation
to catch up to the requirements resulting
from intercolonial free-trade; but he has,
I think, altogether overlooked the law of
compensation going on, and the resulting
advantages which are sure to arise.
When I see many of my colleagues going
aIbout with doaibtfUl faces and diminished
heads, thinking of the evils to be brought
upon us by federation, I would venture
to point out one thing by way of corn-
pensation. This time last year the Collie
coalfields, the goldfields, and the tinfields
in the South-West existed, so) to speak,
only in name; and I think I am right in
saying that at present we have on those
fields a population of something like
4,000 souls. He would have been a great
prophet who could have foretold, this
time last year, that such a state of things
would exist now; and what is the result?
The productions of the centres of the
South-West will be required by those
4,000 people, leaving the markets of the
colony, as regards the city of Perth and
the port of Fremantle, intact for the
producers of the Avon Valley and else-
where. The hon. member in his private
life will, I venture to say, meet the coming
trouble in a very different spirit. Instead

of ceasing to plant trees, he will increase
his clearings and go on planting, pre-
paring for the days when competition,
owing to free-trade, will make tines less
lively, with him than they are now. And
so I say: to every landowner we will
preach the gospel of grit, and hope, and
push, and energy-not the gospel of
despair that is preached by this motion
of the hon. member. Every man who
has a large piece of lanid only partially
cleared must be encouraged 'to go on
clearying it, and to increase his income so
that he will be able to meet the coin-
petition which is sure to come upon him.
Our tradesmen, w ithi better appliances
and better machinery, will be able to face
the competition that will come upon
them. And so also with our millers:
instead of preaching this gospel of
despair and shutting up our public
works, we mst realise that every mill in
the colony will this year have a full
year's supply of grain to go on with;
and with the free-trade policy they must
introduce better machinery 'and* better
appliances, must increase their output,
and so grasp the whole of the markets of
the colony. If that is not to be the
result of my land policy, and the land
policy bf this Government, then we have
utterly failed. Another thing: let us
remember that we have the great privilege
of a large consuming population at our
doors, that nature has so fixed the
population of the goldfields that, unless
Pr-ovidence work a mniraicle for their
benefit, they can never produce a sack of
flour or a ton of hay while God's
sun shines upon them; and moreover, we
in this colony shall always have the ad-
vantage of the freights from the other
colonies, andthe otherexpenses which must
be borne by imported articles ; so that our
neighbours in the East, whatever may be
their advantages in other respects, will be
always to that extent handicapped. An
enterprising -farmer holding the same
views as I in regard to federation has
just returned from the other colonies.
He is a man of push and energy; and
what was the result of his visit? I asked
him, "What did you find there?" He
said, " I found chaff at £2 a ton, anid
other things in proportion.' "And what
are your feelings ?" He said, "I thank
God I have lived in a colony where we
can get £3 a ton for our chaff, and we
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have that so far." And I say airain,
instead of despairing, let us clear mnore
land, for with free-trade we can still hold
our own markets against the producers
of the East. If our public works, if the
extension of our railways, were stopped,
just think of what the effect would be!
I say again that, if I thought the Govern-
ment, were foolish enough, wicked enough,
to adopt such a policy, and if that policy
were to be followed by the banking insti-
tutions, and by men like myself who are
large employers of labour, if it were to
be followed by leaseholders and by large
societies, I say we should undoubtedly
bring about all the evils we anticipate,
and should have the great misfortune of
seeing the fulfilment of our own p)rophecy.
I do not conceive for one moment that
there is a man in this House who really
desires to support this motion of the lion.
member. Personally, I think the motion
is a sort of little bogey, set up possibly
to frighten the leader of the Opposition
(Mr. teakc). I am with the hon.
member heart and son1 in his desire
to put off the day of federation. I be-
lieve federation would spoil the plan of
Providence; I believe we have a trump
card in our hands if we are let alone to
play it; and I strongly protest against
being dragged at the chariot wheels of
Mr. George Reid into any federal union.
If we had no resources--no goldfields,
no rich pastoral resources, no tin re-
sources, no coal resources-we might
preach this gospel of despair; but feder-
ation will never take away from uts our
great national heritage; and I feel sure,
although I have not consulted him upon
it, that if the Premier were here this
evening he would echo the views I have
put forward, and would say that the
Government who adopted such a motion
and such a policy would not deserve to
live a day. I can only say that if the
Government adopted that policy, I would
sever my connection with such a Govern-
ment. While agreeing with the hon.
member heart and soul as to the evils
which will be forced upon this colony by
our federating before 'ye are ripe for- it,
I oppose with all my energy the adoption
of such a -fearful and unworthy policy
for a great colony like this, ais is portrayed
in the motion.

At 6830, thle SPEAKER left the Chair.

At 7 30, Chair resumed.

Question (Mr. Harper's motion) put,
and negatived on the voices.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By THE MINnSsn OF MINES: Report
of Mines Department, 1898.

By THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS
Retun showing land unader crop in vari-
ous districts of the colony, 1898-9.

Ordered to lie on the table.

MO0TION-CATTLE RESTRICTION:
NORTHIERN TERRITORY ANI) EASTi
KIMBERLESY.

MR. MONGER (York) moved:

That, in the opinion of this House, it is de-
sirable that the prohibition against cattle in
the Northern Territory of South Australia
from entering into Western Australia be re-
moved.

He said :In Submitting this motion, I do
so feeling somewhatassured it will receive
practically the unanimous support of lion.
members. It must of course be quite
fresh in the recollection of bon. members
that a lengthy debate on this question
took place last session, and on that occa-
sion some mlemblers on this and on time
other side of the House predicted that all
sorts of ruin would fall on the people who
were interested in the cattle irdristrv in
the southern portions of the colony . I
think, however, that every person who
has watched with great interest the
arrival front time to time of cattle fromt
East Kimnberley district into the southern
markets, must now have come to the con-
clusion that all thme harmn which was
pr-ognosticated last session as likely to
occur in the southierni portions of the
colony has not been realised, and that those
fears were absolutely without foundation.
One bon. member now interjects that we
are -not out of the wood" yet ; but
backed up as I am in this motion by the
recommendation of the Chief Inspector of
Stock, an officer whose best efforts have
always been used in keeping hack as far
as possible anything which might tend in
any way to be disastrous to stock in the
colony, and when I inform hon. members
that this officer is in entire accord with
the motion, I think that, if for no other
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reason, his recommendation should be
sufficient to commend the motion to bon.
members. I would like, however, to in-
form lion. members that at present cattle
are allowed to come into these parts from
East Kimberley ; and this. motion has
only one object in view, to allow cattle
from the Northern Territory of South
Australia to be admitted into East Kim-
berley. It is generally recognised that
there are ticks in East Kimberley, and it
is well known there are ticks in the
Northern Territory of South Australia;
and to allow cattle in the Northern
Territory to cross over a line which
is hardly known, all imaginary line,
and come into East Kimberley is only
asking what practically' to-day takes place.
Last session, when this question was
under debate, I believe those who were
strongest in denouncing the admission
of northern cattle into the southern
markets, were the member for Central
Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) and a, few
others, who then stated that within a
very few months after the introduction
of cattle from East Kimberley into these
parts of the colony, there would be no
dairy cattle left in the vicinity of Perth
and Frenantle. That idea to-day is
exploded ; and in asking lion, members
to permit cattle from the Northern
Territoryv of South Australia to come
over the border into East Kimberley, one
of the finest cattle districts in the whole
of Australasia, I am only asking what
the bulk of lion. members at least will
agree to.

MR. HARPER (Beverley): In sec-
onding the motion, I may remind lion.
members that 1 moved onie somewhat to
the same tenor last year, aid although
under pressure I withdrew the motion
last year, I cannot see that there is the
slightest logical objection to passing this
motion, and admitting cattle from the
Northern Territory into East Kimberley.
It is in the interests of consumers,
because by admitting these cattle there
will be a, larger area and a greater quail-
tity of stock to draw from for suppl 'ying
the markets in these southern districts.
The bulk of the cattle brought here now
have to be driven from north to south
overland to Adelaide; and we are likely
to get better cattle at a cheaper rate, if
we draw them direct from the Northern
Territory.

MR. A. FORREST (WestKimnberley):
I did not support or oppose a similar
motion last session, but I think those
who are interested in the question can
say at once that the time has arrived
whien this restriction should be abolished.
It should be distinctly imderstood,.how-
ever, that the present quarantine regula-
tions rlalting to other parts of thme colony.
shall not he interfered with, that no
cattle shall come from East Kimberley
through West Kimberley, and no Cattle
vessel trading from Wyndham to Fre-
mantle shall call at any port either
going" or congO. If the present quaran-

,tine regulations at Fremantle are strictly
adhered to, I see no reason why the
motion should not be passed, and onl
these grounds, and these grounds alone,
I support the motion.

MR. MxONE: Thle motion does not
affect the quarantine regulations already
in existence.

MR. A. FORREST: But we want it
particularly laid down that cattle from
East Kimberley cannot under any pre-
tence he allowed to be driven through
West Kimberley, and that cattle ships
trading between Wyndham and Fre-
mantle shall not call at any intermediate
ports. Under these conditions the motion

Iwill prove of great benefit to this portion
of the colony, because it will mean a
larger supply of cattle from the Northern
Territory t~i& Wyndham, instead of inu-
porting from South Australia and New
South Wales. I do not include Victoria
amongst the colonies from which cattle
are imported, because that colony does

Inot comue into competition. Under the
motion, the profits, instead of goinig
to South Australia or New South Wales,
would be distributed at Fremantle aud
elsewhere in the colony. All the slaugh-
tering done is done at Fremnantle, where
the freights are also payable, while the
vessels use local coal, and the money
spent at Wyndhamn in carm-ying- on the
business is considerable.

MR. WALLACE (Yalgoo): As one
who -has always opposed any removal of
the quarantine restrictions, I desire to
make anl explanation, in view of the
position I am going to take up this
evening. At first sight I was inclined to
oppose the motion, Ibut on discussing the

imatter with various other members, and
I giving it the consideration it is entitled
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to, I have come to the conclusion itI
will be in the interest of the consuming
piopulation to remove the barrier between
this portion of the colony and the
meat supply in the North. I agreeI
with the member for WVest Kimberley
(Mr. Forrest) that this motion should
not form at precedent for the removal
of the quarantine restrictions in the
other portions of the colony. I r-cog-
nise th-at the admission of cattle fromn
the Northern Territory to East Kim-
herley, is for the purpose of stipplying
cheaper meat in the mnarkets of the
Southern districts. I learn from some
of the meat dealers that the removal
of the rest-ictions on East Kimberley
cattle has been the mens of largely
reducing the cost of meat to the con-
sinner during the last 12 months, and
as I was always opposed to the removal
of the quarantine restrictions, I desire to
make these remarks to show my reasons
for offering no opposition to the motion
before the House.

TeE COMM1ISSIONER OP CROWN
LANDS (Ron. G. Throssell) : This
question has been under consideration
by the Stock Department, and I have
received a. recommendation from the
Inspector which is on all-fours with the
motion. I may say that last year,
following on the report of the expert
front Queensland, I had considerable
doubts in my mind as to) the wisdomt of
removing the restrictions against cattle
from East Kimberley; but since that
policy has been inaugurated, every ship
has been carefully watched, and last
month I had a report sent to me as to
the condition of the cattle imported and
everything connected with them. As
hon. members know, these cattle steam-
ships, on arriving at Fremantle, after
discharging all their cargo are steamed,
and the trucks whicho carry the cattle to
the goldfields are also disinfected, and I
am in a position to say that up to date
no ill-effects have follow~ed the action of
the Government in removing the restric-
dions on East Kimberley cattle. East
Kimberley was quiaratntined owing to the
fact that the cattle there and across the
border were ticked, the border being
only an imaginary line across which
cattle very naturally wander fronm
adjacent runs. There is now not the
slightest reason why the restrictions on

Northern cattle should not be taken off;
but I am altogether at one with the
member for West Kimberley (Mr. A.
Forr-est) when he sy s we must not
interfere with the quarantine regUla-
tions regarding West Kimblerley; and
such an interference is not contemplated
at all. The Government are readly to
accept the motion, if it mneets with; the
wishes of lion. memblers. For the infor-
mnation of the House sand to show the
importance of the lbusinaess, I HIit 5JV

that last November the value of this
trade amounted to £107,000. The policy
of the Government was well-intentioned,
and there has been since only one rumour
of an outbr-eak a few weeks ago, and
that was round to he a false alarm. Up to
date, no evil has followed the policy of the
Government, and the figures I have just
given show the value of the trade to the
producers. I am told the Value Of cattle in
Kimberley is, to the pastoralists, £6 per
head, and that by the time they reach
Fremnantle the value is £;12 per head;
and I am further informed that the
steamers engaged in the trade use Collie
coal exclusively, and the value of that
coal for one vessel alone during the few
months the coal has been in use is X.5,000.
Another feature it is right to mention is
that when we first imported cattle, the 'y
were fed with pollard from the Eastern
colonies, a sufficient supply being brought:
now, however, ownuers go into the- market
and contract for- their supplies for the
quarantine station and elsewhere. All
things consider-ed, the results have justi-
tied the policy of the Government. who1
are prepar-ed to accept the motion.-

MRt. HOLMES (East Fr-emantle) : I1
have much pleasure in supporting the
motion. I was one of the strongpst
opponents of cattle from East Kimberley
being introduced to Fremantle, and
fought against that more than any imew-
her in the House, realising, as I did that
once ticked always ticked. It is a well-
known fact that these cattle are being in-
troduced from the Northern Territory'
without paying duty, but if this motion
be carried, they wil arrive in broad day
and give the Government an opportunity
of adding to the revenue, If the cattle
do not come from the Northern Tcrritor~y
market via Wyndham, they will have to
travel through South Australia and be
shipped from Adelaide to Premantle, and
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that would only have the effect of increas-
ing the cost to the consumer, and redutc-
ing the quality.

Question put and passed.

MOTJON-EAILWAYt ADMINISTRATION.
Mit. HOLMES (East Fremantle)

moved :
That, in the opinion of this House, the

pi-esent administration of the Railway Depart-
mient is unsatisfactory.
He said: I realise the responsibility
which rests upon me in making this
motion, and particularly do I realise that
responsibility, remembering the remiarks
of the Premier when delivering his
Financial Statement, in which he compli-
mented the Commissioner of Railways,
and expressed the opinion that the thaniks
of the community were due to that
gentleman and to the officers controlling I
the railway department. for the com-
petent, capable, and business-like maniner
in which the railways of this country
were being conducted. Coiisequentl y myI
task is not by amy means an easy oile. I
have also been told, and this is rather
a difficult obstacle in my path, that there
is a probability of the Government
making this a want of confidence motion,I
owing, I think, to the manner in which
the mnotion. was worded. However, I
hope I shall be able to justify the motion
and the wording of it, athough I admit
that wording is perhaps somewhat
severe. Again, my task is not by any
means a pleasant one, because it has been
my honour and my pleasure to have
known the Commissioner of Railways
long before he perhaps ever thought of
being Commissioner of Railways, and
long before I ever dreamt of being the
member for East Fremnantle.

MR. VosPEn: At that time, I sups
you were both comparatively purnno
cents?

MR. HOLMES: Probably the Premier
will carry out his threat, and transfer me
to the scene of oblivion from whence I
came. However, whilst I am here I have
a duty' to perform to the country; and
though it be perhaps unpleasant. I willI
not flinch from my duty, but will
endeavour to justify my motion. I have
known the Commissioner of Railways in
his private capacity, and in every other
capacity, for many years, and I know
that one would not 'Wish to meet a more

hionoumable or more upright man; yet i-n
connection with the railways, I must say
there is something wrong, a screw loose
somewhere; and it must be political
influence which perhaps is pulling the
lion, gentleman in a direction opposite to
that in which he would like to go. if I
justify my ]niotion, I hope I shiall have
tie support of lion. members, not only
on this (Opposition) side of the House,
but also on the Government side.

AIR. GREGORY : You do not expect
that ?

MR. HOLMES: If bion, members
opposite have, ithout hearing the facts,
made up their minds that they will not
support me, that is my misfortune, not
my fault; but if I prove my case, and
show that the administration of the
department is not satisfactory, I do not
think it is too much to ask any hon.
member to support me, at all events to
some extent. I shall make statements
to-night of which I cannot accept a
deni al 1 I must have, ini this instance,

dproof. It is not sufficient for me to
make statements here, and for the Comn-
mnissioner of Railways to stand up and
contradict them. If that be done, one
section of the community will believe me,
and another section will believe the lion.
member opposite; and my object will
not bW any further advanced. 1 will
accept excuses; I will accept any satis-
factory explanations; but I will not be
satisfied with denials. If disproof be forth-
coming, then no one will have greater
pleasure than I in withdrawing- my
motion, or in asking the House to allow
me to do so. I shall adduce approxi-
mate dates and approximate amounts. I
cannot be particular to a day nor to a

shilling in my dates and figures, because
such consideirations do not affect the
principle at stake. The statements I
shall make will be made in good faith; I
make them honestly, believing them to
be true; and I will not accept denial, but
must have those statements disproved. I
have not acted hastily in this matter. I
have been for some time collecting in-
formation in connection with the manage-
ment of our railways, and I i-ealise that
to-night I am in a somewhat responsible
position. I shall now proceed to justify
the motion. Hon. members will doubt-
less recollect that sene weeks agoI asked
the Commissioner of Railways certain
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questions in connection with the pur-
chase of some trucks. In reply, I was
told that the railway department had
purchased 40 trucks from the Seabrook
Battery Ooinpany at £90 each, or a total
of £3,600. Furthier information on that
sulbject is that the responsible officer. the
locomotive engineer, Mr. R. B. Campbell,
valued those trucks before purchase-
although I believe lie altogether objected
to the purchase, as they were unsuit-
able-at £40 each. It will he thusi
seen that while the responsible officer
of the department valued the trucks
at £40 each, or £1,600 in all, the
department paid £90 each, or a total
of £23,600, or £2,000 over and above
the value set upon the trucks by their
responsible officer. The question that
arises is, why wats this purchase made ?
The answer is as follows. For some
unaccountable reason, the Seabrook Bat-
tery Company was allowed to incur a
freight liability of £4,000 to £5,000, but
why that company was allowved to incur
this freighit liability I know not: prob-
aIbly the Commissioner of Rtailways will
tell us. I know what the rule of the
Railway Department is with their clients
in this matter: I know the ride in my
ownl case. The Commnissioner of Rail-
ways holds my fixed deposit for a sum
covering the probable amount of my
freight for the current month c ustomers
arrange with the department for the
freight account for the month, by fixing
our deposit or our bond, just as we
arrange with a bank manager for an
overdraft; and if any' customer attempts
to exceed the amount of the deposit, the
peg is put in and that customer is pre-
vented from so doing. Why the Sea-
brook Battery Company was allowed
credit to the extent of £4,000 to £25,000
will probably be explained later on. How-
ever, it is an exception to which I object,
and to which I think the House should
object. I suppose, following this depar-
lure to its logical issue, the department
had to allow this liability to be in some
way liquidated, and they took the trucks;
and in order that the liability might be

liquidated, they increased the value set
upon those trucks by their own officer to
the extent of some £50 per truck. Now
to follow that arguiment out, I should say
that had the Seabrook Batteny Oompany
owed £8,000 for freight instead of

£4A,000, the department would no doubt
have paid £2180 per track instead of £90.
However, it seems to me the liability had
to be liquidated somehow, and as the
tr-ucks -were the only valuable things
they could. take, the deopartment took the
trucks, and credited themselves with
£3,600 revenue, and debited the pur-
chase, I suppose, to loan account. T.hat
means they increased the capital of the
railways by X3,600, and took, credit for
.0£,600 as part of the railway earnings.

M.ILLINOWOLTJ: That is part of

MR. HOLMES: Apart from this, I
-may say the trucks are not by any means
suitable. I have been asked in this
House what I am by occupation-
whether I aml a, mining expert, a finan-
cier, or a railwva v expert; but I am borne
out in this instance by a good many
people who understand the business, in
saying these trucks are not by amy means
suitable. The principal objection to themn
is that the nudergear, that is the hauling
gear, is of inferior quality ; it is not uip
to the standard, and if it were attempted
to run the trucks on high-grade lines, the
result would be that the undergear would
collapse, and the parting of a train would
be a serious matter to the department.
In reply to one of the questions asked by
me the Comumissioner of Railways said
the department dlid not intend to alter
the undergear, and that the cost would
be £25 per truck, or £1,000 in all.
Assuming, for argument's sake, that £40
is not the correct value, and that the
Government did not pay £250 more than
the trucks wvere worth, I will put the
sub ject before lion. members in anotber
way. A new truck of that sort is
worth £75; the Government have already
paid £90 each for these trucks; they
have spent £10 each in altering the
doorm of the trucks, according to the
Commissioner's own reply; and to alter
the undergear would cost another £25;
that is £125 by the time these second-
hand trucks axe put into thorough work-
ing order, against £75 the original cast
of a new truck. It will thus be seen
there is still X2,000 paid in excess of the
actual value of the trucks. But this is
only a small matter, and I do not think I
should detain the House longer over it.
I will proceed to justify my motion still
f urther in another way.
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31R. ILLINOWOETH: That is a good
start, anyhow.

MR. HOLMTES: I should like to say,
however, that this is hardly what we
should call competent, capable, and wvise
administration, as laid down in thle
Premier's Financial Statement. If this
is the best-mnanaged department, the
departmient held up by the Premnier as
a -n examnple to the others, hon. memibers
canl forihi their own conclusions as to the
manner in which some of the other
departments are mnanaged. The next sin
uf the department that I wish to deal
wit'-h is 'a convenient system they seem to
have of adjusting accounts, and that
prinicipnll~ ' an connection with certain
contractors who have a considerable
amount of traffic passing over the Gov-
ernmient lines. Hon. members will hear
in miind that Messrs. Wilkie Brothers con-
structed the railway from Southern Gross
to Coolgardie. They completed the con-
tract on the 31st December, 1896, and the
Government assumed control in January
following. It willi come, perhiaps, as a
suirprise to hion. tuembers to learn that an.
amoim.11t of about £1,250 remained in the
books of the Railway Department to the
debit of Wilkie Brothers till, I think,
abolit Jane, 1898, when the amount was
-well, written off. That is the con-
venient system of adjusting accounts to
which I somue little time ago referred.
How did this freight accumulate :e It
would seem that Wilkie Brothers entered
into arrangements with the Government
to pay 10s. per truck for every truck they
used belonging to tbe.Railway Depart-
mient. Such was the arrangement. entered
into, I understand, an~d that was the
aimount which Wilkie Brothers did pa~y
for sonic considerable time. But as the
contract approached comiplet ion, Messrs
Wilkie Brothers decided that they would
only pay 4,s. a truck. They paid 4-s. a.
illeLT instead of 10s.; and the Railwa ,y
Departument, in their take-what- 'von-can-
get style, aceplted 4s. a. truck anld
debited the (is. to Wilkie Brothers, until
the account aniomanted to some £91,250,
which suni remained as a debit against
Wilkie Brothers in the books of the
department--I mnake these statements in
good faith-for 18 months, and then it
was written off. What T want to knlow,
and I hope the matter will be satisfac-
torily explained, is, wats this a just claim

against Wilkie Brothers ? If so, -why
was not the claim enforced P If it was
an unjust claim, wvhy did the amount
remain to the debit of Wilkie Brothers
in the railway books for 18 months?
Was it that the department would not
enforce the claim for fear of exposing
their inicompetence, or was it something
worse ? I will accept either explanation,
because either will Justify mny motion.
If the Commissioner of taiwavs says that
hie knows nothing of thiis, theni that
statement in itself Will justify my motion,
because if he does not know of it hie
ought to know. Thle next item to which

i I wish to refer is that of the Rail-
-way Department's transactions wvith one
Hedges, a contractor for the Bridgetown
railway line. This manl Hedges com-
pleted his contract, it would seemn, somne
12 months ago, and yet I sam given to
understanid that there is a considerable
amiount, some hundreds of pounds, stand-
ing to Hedges' debit in the railway hooks;
and it has not been paid. The question
crops up in my mind again : Is this claimi
against Hedges a just one :& If so, why
do not the department enforce itP If, on
thme other hand, it be an anjust cIlain, whr-
is it allo-wed to remain to the delbit o
Hedges ?

MR. ILLlNGWoRflL: That is another
"decimial,' you know.

Mn. HOLjMES: And why, as in other
instances, have the department not re-
verted to the usual expedient of writing
off ? This debit, I understand, has not
been written off.

MR. A. FORREST: In what pa per did
you find that information ?

MR. HOLMES: I will not tell the hion.
mnember what papers I have found it in.
Unfortiuaately, lie and his Government
will not supply to this House time infor-
ination the House is entitled to ;and if
I go out of the usua course to obtain myv
information, and stand up here prepared
to substantiate it, and prepared to abide
by the decision of the Houise, it is not for
rne to reply to the mnembler for West Kim-
herley (LMr. A. Forrest) as to where or
how I got miy infonnation.

Ma. A. FoamiEsT:- I thought it was,
perhaps, in some of the public papers.

MR. GREGoRY:- Oh, did you!
MR. ILLING WORTH:' It is not the kind

of thing that would appear in the public
papers.

Motion of Censure.
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MR. HOLMES: This account, I under-
stand, was for truck hire, freight, and
sundry' other things that had been
made in accordance with the contract;
aud I hope the Commissioner wilt ex-
plain the why and 'the wherefore of
these trnsactions. The next item I
shall deal with is that of Messrs. Millar
Brothers and their transactions with the
Railway Department. Messrs. Millar
Brothers were allowed to incur a freight
liability in a manner somewhat similar to
the other companies. A lready £ 1,750
has been written off Messrs. Millar
Brothers' account by the Rtailway De-
partment, and I believe there. are some
otheirvast Sums yet in dispute. About
£1,750 has alreaLdy been written off;
and how did this occur? ~It would
.seem that Millar Brothers, on -the

take-it-or-leave-it principle, offered not
according to the rate laid down in the
railway rate-book, but according to a rate
they decided themselves they should pay.
According to the railway ink-book of
1898. sleepers are carried at at fixed rate
and Lill smaller timb ers are carried at an
advance of 25 per cent, on that i-ate.
Messrs. Millar brothers said, "We will
not pay according to your rate-book, but
will pay the same rate for smaller timber
as we pay for sleepers, and we will ignore
your charge of 25 per cent. advance on
that ratfe" The Railway Department
accepted chequeos on account for this rate,
and allowed the difference to accumulate
in their books until it reached something
like £1,760. Another means that as-
sisted Millar Brothers in running up this
account was that, according to the same
rate-book, all timber companies inside a
radius of five miles froma the Government
main line must pay Is. 3d. for a Small
truck sand 2s. 6d. for a large truck ; and,
if outside that area, they pay 2s. 6d. and
.5s. respectively. I -also understand that
all the mills of Messrs. Millar Brothiers
are outside the five-mile radius, and I
believe one timber mill is 14 miles distant
from the Government main line; yet
Millar- Brothers say: "1You may charge
us 2s. 6d. for a small truck and 5s. for a
large truck, and you may charge other
people and they may pay; but we have
decided that we will pay the minimnui
rate of Is. 3d. and 29. 6d." By these
means, and by' overcharges in freight,
these debits accumulated to something

near.£2,000 in the books of the Railway
Depa-tnment against Miller Brothers, and
I understand these debits were subse-
quently written off. I do not wish to
labour this small item, but I should like
again to know if this was a just or an
unjust claim ; and was it written off
through incompetency, or does the Coin-
missioner know anything about it? I
know, however, that these are the rates
laid down in the rate-book, and these are
the rates all other timber Companies pay;
and I hope the House will obtain from
the Commissioner some explanation, if
my statements are correct, as to how it is
that an exception is made in the case of
Millar Brothers. As before stated, I will
accept any excuse, but I will not have my
statements denied: I must have them
disproved. The next case I have to deal
with is that of Messrs. Baxter and Prince;
and if the Premier were here, and I regret
hie is absent because he is generally full
of Biblical quotations, and I would re-
mind him of thme marriage feast where the
best wvas kept to the last, aind I think in
this case I have kept the best till the last.
Messrs. Baxter and Prince were the Con-
tractors for constructing the Cue-
Mullewa railway line. The Railway De-
partment entered into a contract with
them to carry sleepers, principally from
Prince's siding at Donnybrook. and
to dleliver them at the head of the
Government railway line, Mullewa. The
department, I understand, gave to the
firm a receipt for 20,000 sleepers carried,
and debited them with freight charges
for that number. They delivered the
sleepers to Baxter and Prince at Mullewa,
but they could prove delivery of only
something like 11,500 sleepers. That
showed there were 8,500 sleepers lost in
transit.

Mn. A. FORREST: What about the
Midland Railway, which would carry
them part of the wayP

Mu. HOLMES: I will deal with this
matter apart from the Midland Railway.
Were these sleepers lost or stolen, or
what becamue of themP Surely it is not
too much to ask that a capable, wise, and
businesslike department should explain
what became of 8,500 sleepers carried
over the railway? [Several interjections
by Members.] When hon. members
opposite forget themselves, and act as
gentlemen for a few minutes, I will pro-
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ceed. It would seem the Government in
their defiant manner, as they do. insisted
that they must have delivered the 20,000
sleepers;- Baxter and Prince insisted that
they had received only' 11,500: and the
department in their wisdom said, "We
will send out a man to prove you have got
the sleepers on your line." The contrac-
toys accepted the suggestion, and the
department sent a man to inspect the
line; but he discovered when he got there
that Baxter and Prince had been receir-
iing a number of sleepers shipped by way
of Geraldton, and to distinguish between
those sleepers which had been carried b 'y
sea, and those carried biy the Government
railway fromn Donnybrook, was more
than the man could do. The Railway
Department in these circumstanices could
not prove they had delivered mtore than
about 11,500 sleepers; and on the declar-
ation of Messrs. Baxter and Prince, sworn
Ibefore a justice of the peace, one Mr.
Reid, that the value of tho se sleepers was
between £900 and £1.100, and that this
anount was due by the department, I
understand the department paid some-
thing, between X900 and £21,100 to Bax-
ter. and Prince. That. case in itself is
sufficient to justify' my motion, but I will
proceed further. Messrs. Baxter and
Prince, finding they had such a wvell-
managed department to deal with, set uip
a further claim for some £2,000 and
several hundreds more, as overcharges
for freight and such like, which the
Government admitted, and subsequently.
allowed, and the department wrote off
freight to that amount in the usual
systematic mnanner of adjusting accounts,
and doubtless Messrs. Baxter and Prince
went on their way rejoicing. This case
certainily' also requires a litle more than
denial, aind I think the least I iann asik
is disproof of the statement. I mnay also
,again ask, can it he said that this is an
examplle of capable, wise, and business-
like adinistration of the Railwaty De-
pai-tment? I say these charges were in
accordance with the railway rates, and if
hion. members will follow the figures I
have quoted, they will find that the
several sums represent a total of some-
thing like £10,000. This is nosmall mat-
ter, to be trifled with in such a manner;
and 1I, at all events, will demand some
further explanation from, the Govermuenut.
I would like to say that if all this is

fiction, it places me in a very awkward
position; but if it is fact, which I honestly
believe it is, what a position for lion.
members opposite! By this time lion.
members will realise the difficulty I have
had in obtainingifformuation: and what
I would like to know is if the Coinmis-
sioner of Railways will open his heart
and- [MR. DOHERTY: His ledger]
exactly, his ledger, and put these exact
figures before the House, they may per-
haps have an astonishing, effect on
members. I shall not deal further with
the systemn of writing off. I shall refer
next to amounts paid by the Treasury
on behalf of the Railway Department, fo~r
some reason that requires explanation.
In March, 1898-hon. members will
notice these figures are not up to date,
and of course there are later transactions
which may not be adjusted yet-Mr. A.
G. Rosser was paid for a windmill
£27 10s.; and Messrs. Henderson and
M'George were paid for some machinery
£27 3s. 8d. On the 2nd June, in the
samie year, Messrs. Clitnie, Eastwood, and
Co., for five bags of bacon, were paid
£60 13s. Id.: Messrs. Brennan Bros. for
clothing were paid £27 12s. -5d.; on the
4th June the Fresh Food and lce Co.,
for a ti-tck of poultry, were paid £148
6s.; on the 7th July, Messrs. Welshain
and Foley, for 101 bags of oats, were
paid £50; aimd Messrs. Henderson and
M'George, for machinery, were paid £204
5s. Th August, Messrs. Gull Bros., for
a chaff -cutter, were paid £.149 Ils. What
I want, to know is what became of these
things that were missing and had to be
paid for?

ME. DOHERTY: The Opposition got
the windmill.

MR. HOLMES : I do not wish to de-
taina the House longer than is necessary,
bitt I may safely say that, like Tenny-
son's brook, I could go on for ever. But
stir'ely this in itself is sufficient: the fact
of the Treasury paying ottt amounts like
these on behalf of the Railway Depart-
ment is enough to Justify my motion, and
certainly demands' some explanation. I
will next have something to say about
the manner in which the books of the
Railway Department are kept. This is
ancient history, perhaps, but I will
endeavour to bring it up to modern fact.
Some four years ago a cheque was paid
to the department on account of freight
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for somethin, amounting to £300; and
it was paid, not at the Perth or Fre-
mantle railway station, but at one of the
out-stations, and was sent to Perth for
indorsement. Thie Chief Accountant gave
a receipt for the amount of the cheque,
and left the office for the purpose of
getting the cheque indorsed. Nothing
was heard of that cheque until a few
months ago, when-no thanks to the
energy or ability of the Railway Depart-
mient, for they did not make the discovery
-a branch bank notified the department
that this cheque had been lying to the
credit of the Railway Treasurer for two
or three years, and the bank wanted
further instructions. That in itself
is serious enough ; but the question
is, what could an officer of the Railway
Department have done under those cir-
cumstances, and what may officers have
done under similar circumstances if the
officer operating on the account had
chosen to draw against the amount ? No
one would seem to be any the wiser. But,
fortunately for the department, the officer
in this case did not operate on the
account; and ultimately the fact that
this amount was lying in a bank to the
credit of the Railway Department was
Ibrought to the notice of that department,
which thereby became some 4300 or
£C400 better off than they expected to be-

MR. VosPRu: Who audits the depart-
ment's books ?

MR. HffOLMES : We will come to that,
directly. Another question is, how was
the cash account made to balance, if that
amount was shown to have been received
and was not accounted for? The amount
seems to have been lost, and no one knew
that it was lost. Those who understand
bookkeeping know that the balancing of
the cash account could not have been
properly done unless the receipt of that
cheque and what, was done with it, had
been duly shown. I understand that the
amount was drawn from what is known
as the Commissioner's advance account.
What that account is I do not profess to
know, but I shall show, from information
received, that it is used to evade the
Auditor General and the Audit Depart-
ment. It would seem that all shortages
are paid out of this account, and all
surpluses are paid into it. It would seem
also the account had never been made to
balance since the present Commissioner

1came into office, and I understand it
would not balance when he did come into
office, and it has not been balanced since.
I ask again, is this a% satisfactory' and
business like way of conducting the Rail-
way Department of this great colony ? A
question that will arise in the mids of
hon. members is, how is it the Auditor
General has not come in contact with
these facts and figures?" It camne certainly
as a surprise to me, and no doubt it will
be a surprise to hon. members, for it
would seem the Auditor General does
not audit the railway accounts, and that
the Railway Department have their own
auditors. The Auditor General explained,
souie time ago, that be could not audit
the accounts of the Railway Department
unless his staff were increased. The
Government refused to increase the. staff
to such extent as would enable him to do
the work, but they consented to the Rail-

*way Department having auditors for the
accounts of that department at an equal
expense, and the department to do their
own auditing in that way. The position

*is that the Auditor General is a servant
Iof Parliament, and he has undoubtedly
brought facts to the notice of bon. mein-
hers of this House in his capacity as a.
servant of Parliament; but the auditors
of the Railway Department are the
servants of the General Traffic Manager,
and if the 'y became inquisitive, I suppose
they are promoted to a vacancy. It came
as a surprise to me, as I have said, to
find the Auditor General and his staff
did not audit the railway accounts, that
the department have their own auditors,
and that those auditors are consequently
the servants of the General Traffic Manai-
ger. I ask again, is this a business-
like way in which to conduct a great
earning and spending department ? What
I would like to know is, what were the
auditors of the Railway Depa-tment doing
in connection with the man Henn, who
was formerly assistant paymaster in the
Railway Department? An attempt was
made a week or so ago to prosecute that
man, but the attempt failed. It was
admitted the man had taken some X450,
and that his defalcations extended over
something like two years. Why did rail-
way auditors and the railway accountant
allow this to go on? This man, on a
salary of £225, or £4 10s. a week, bad
the handling of I believe about £10,000
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a week. The Coinmissioner looks up in
astonishment, but I find that the pro-
visional and temporary salaries for this
Year amount to close on X500,000, and if
that is not nearly £10,000 a week, I am
wrong in my calculation. The depart-
ment had this officer secured tinder a
bond for about £8,000, and I suppose it
was thought that if hie " levanted " wvith
£6,000 or £8,000 some flue night, it
wvould be possible to call up the bond. It
was found, however, that thre bond was
payable only in the event of a conviction,
and as the department failed to secure a
conction, the.£450 was lost in the same
way as money would have been lost had
it amounted to £R4,500. I hope I have
justified my motion; but if hon. members
aye not already convinced, I can justify it
further. I conteiid that the loss of 8,500
sleepers is, in itself, sufficient to justify
the motion.

MR. CONNOR: That is a statement.
MR. HOLMES: I should like to draw

the attention of the House to a statement
in a written report by tbe Auditor
General when he did audit the railway
accounts. The report is as follows:

1, That the management of the railways has
been guilty of misappropriation of money;
and 2, that the management attempted to
hoodwink the Audit Dlepartmient.
That is not merely a " statement," but is
a written report by the Auditor General,
whose words have not been disproved.

M ' R. A. FORREST: How many years
agus that?

MR. HOLMES: It is in the last annual
report of the Auditor General, but I am
quite willing to give the bon. member the
date and any other information he wants.
When we have the Auditor General com-
mitting reports of this bind to writing-
and we know he is an officer who does
not make statements he cannot substanti-
ate--it puts a more serious aspect on the
railway ]managenment than I have put,
though mry strictures have been some-
what severea. All this goes to prove there
is something radically wriong somewhere;
and it must be admitted that two great
departments, like the railways and public
works, are too much for any one man to
control. That I think is at the root of
the whole of the evil, because I do not
care how capable or bow earnest a Minis-
ter may be, to attempt to control those
two great departments, as the present

Commissioner has attempted to do, is too
mucii, and certainly places him in a very
awkward position. There is one other
matter I would like to bring under the
notice of the House, and that is the con-
struction of new railways, in connection
with which there is i-oem for considerable
complaint. The construction is under
the control of the Engineer-in-Chief, and
traffic is under the General Manager, Mr.
John Davies; and it is well known these
two do not " take tea together." with the
result that the country suffers. On the
railway recently constructed between Men-
zies and Kalgoorlie, for instance, there
are elaborate stations, station houses, and
yards; and this points to the fact that the
construction branch are not in touch
with the traffic branch, because the for-
mer put up places for which the latter
have no use. If that kind of thing is
allowed to go on in connection with the
railways which the Government propose
to construct at an early date- if we have
this friction, and the construction branch
putting up station houses and yards with-
out consulting the branch by which they
have to be used, there is no doubt that in
the f uture there will be needless waste of
public money, as there has undoubtedly
been in the past. To call attention to
this matter is one of the principal objects
I have in view in bringing this miotion
before the House. I have made many
charges against the Railway Department,
and if the unpleasantness betweehi the
General Manager and the Engineer-in-
Chief, who ought to work together, is
allowed to go on, it cannot have a bene-
ficial effect on the country.

MR. CoNNon: Do you know that those
officers work against each other? Mere
statements do not carry very much
weight.

Mn. HOLMES: My answer is that, if
those officers do consult one another, how
is it that there ai-e all these elaborate and
expensive buildings, of which the traffic
branch do not. make any user One has
only to look at Perth station to see the
way money is wasted, It has not been
so ba lately as it was some little time
ago, when one week a signal cabin on one
side of the Bleaufort Street bridge would
he pulled down, and replaced the next
week by a more expensive cabin on the
other side. I am given to understand
the Perth yard has been interlocked
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no less than three times, and interlocking
is an expensive business. The first inter-
locking at Perth station yard cost £10,000
to £12,000, but when it was desired to
enlarge the yard, the interlocking could
not be enlarged, and it was taken out and
put into the Kalgoorlie yard. But the
Kalgoorlie yard did not suit the inter-
locking gear, and now we have half the
yard at the latter place interlocked with
the £212,000 worth of gear originally
belonging to the Perth yard. Are ail
these arations and improvemients, if
they are improvements, paid for out of loan
or out of revenue ? I notice that the capi-
tal account of the railways. has increased,
and it would seem that all these improve.
meats are debited to that account. My
contention, whether it he right or wrong
-- I 'know it is right in business, and it
certainly should be right in a large earn-
ing and spending department such as this
-is that tines should be equipped with
the necessary rolling-stock paid for out of
loan, but that the upkeep and replenish-
ing of stock and so on should be paid for
out of revenue.

MR. A. FonxEsr: LIt is never done,
though I think it ought to be.

MR. HOLMES:- We know that in the
other colonies the railways have always
been the trouble, and our railways will
land us in financial difficulties. sooner or
later.

MR. ILLINGWORTH : Hear, hear. It is
gting that way now.
AIR. HOLMES: Our capital account is

increasing, and our railway revenue must
decrease pro rala. The railways to-day
are earning £,900 per mile, according to
the Financial Statement, which I believe is
correct, but immediately we begin to earn
less, we will find a deficit instead of a.
credit 'balance to deal with. Hon. muem-
bers may wonder what becomes of this
£900 per mile which we earn. Already
it costs £630 a mile to conduct the rail-
ways, and the inference is that the further
we get back into the interior, especially
with the railway lines it is proposed to
construct in the waterless regions, the
cost of the working of the railways will
even exceed that amnount. Unless we
take the railways and the railway manage-
meat in hand at once-and it cannot be
done too soon--we must find ourselves in
financial diffculties. We cannot expect
our railways to realise for many years

more, amounts such as I have mentioned.
We have staring us in the face the fact
that the capital account must increase,
and the Commiissioner of Railways will
agree there is not anything like the roll-
ing-stock there ought to fie. The depart-
ment are at their wits' end, attempting to
provide trucks for the traffic, and it is
anticipated that within very few months
there will be an absolute block on our
railway lines, owing to want of rolling-
stock. When the department do purchase
trucks, the cost will be debited to the
capital account, and hund-reds of thoui-
sands of pounds will have to be spent to
bring the rolling-stock up to anything~
like a working standard. At present, thec
capital account is increasing, with the
prospect of a decreasing revenue; and I
am given to understand on the very best
authority that the rolling-stock is not in
anything like the repair it ought to be.
That is the outcome of the present system;
and if the rolling-stock were kept in
thorough repair and up to dlate, it would
have to be paid for out of revenue, aud
that would have the effect of decreasing
the revenue;- and so long as rolling-stock
can be knocked to pieces and new stock
bought and charged to capital account,
the tendency is to replace the present
rolling-stock with new. It is by this
means we have the fictitious--I call it
nothing else -- the fictitious statement
showing a profit on the railways. The
railways have cost little to construct
in this country. Whoever heard of rail-
ways elsewhere constructed at the price at
which the Coolgardie and Southern Cross
line was constructed ? The boast is made
that we pay so much per cent. on our
capital; but compare our capital with the
capital invested anywhere else, and it will
be seen that ours is nothing like the
amount which would have to he embarked
in any other country, in the construction

of a iilar number of lines. Again, in
connection with rolling-stock ordered and
in the possession of the Railway Depart-
ment, I am told it is most unsuitable.
The department have somne cool-storage
trucks, the net weight of which is nineteen
tons, with a length of thirty feet. These
trucks are capable of holding from four to
five tons of produce, so that one truck,
with only four or five tons of produce on
board weighs twenty-four tons; and
surely that is not a, desirable state of
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things. The heavy engines on our lines
are capable of hauling Only about two
hundred tons on some of our gradients,
and the most that an engine can draw is
eight of these trucks. In hauling these
eight trucks, the engine hauls 40 tons of
goods and 160 tons of rolling-stock, dead
weight. Surely there must be something
wrong Somewhere. And here we have
trucks which have cost thousands of
pounds, specially insulated, specially fitted
up; but they weigh 19 tons, and are cap-
able of carrying only five tons; and the
heaviest engine we have is only capable
of hauling eight of those trucks.

Ma& CONNOR:- That is the fault of the
gear.

Mn. HOLMES: No doubt other mem-
bers can give Similar instances in connec-
tion with other trucks. My friend the
leader of the Opposition (Mr. ILeake)
showed me the other night some figures
sent to him from Kalgoorlie, dealing with
other trucks, and I hope he will be able
to bear me out in this Statement; and
on this subject I will just make this
one reference to one line of rolling
stock, which I think demands the atten-
tion of this House. Surely there is no
necessity for me to proceed further to
justify my motion. If there he a, possi-
bility of justifying it at all, I must have
justified it by this time. However, to
freshen the memories of lion. members, I
will briefly summarise the statements I
have made in this House. I have shown
that thep 'Railway Department, in their
transactions with' the Seabrook Battery
Company, have paid £22,000 more for
trucks than the value set upon them
by the department'Vs responsible officer,
and have done that for no other purpose
thain to liquidate a liability due by that
company, which liability should never
have been incurred in ordinary circum-
stances or under a, capable and business-
like admninistration. I have told the
House of a system of writing off in con-
nection with Wilkie Brothers and Millar
Brothers, and the probable result of the
adjustment of accounts in the care of
Hedges. I have told the House of a
truck of poultry lost, of 101 bags of oats
lost, of Windmills wvhich could not be
found at the time, and which have been
found since; and, as the hion. member
on my right (Mr. Gregory) says, "Do
not forget the chaff-cutter." I have told

the House of a cheque which was lost fox
some two years, and I have told of a
Commission~er's advance account that
has not been made to balanice for some
eight or nine years.

MR. MONGER: Where did you get your
information ?

MR. HOLMES: I have shown that the
construction branch and the working rail-
ways branch are not working for the
general welfare of the country.

MRX. CON NOR: Just like the Opposition.
Mn. HOtMES: I think I have shown

that clearly, and I hope hion. members
will agree with me. I have shown that
money has been spent in useless rolling-
Stock, and T think all must admit that to
put our railways into any sort of working
order we must have thousands of pounds
spent on the rolling-stock; and I have
explained the system adopted whereby
this rolling-stock will be charged to capital
account when it certainly shouldbe charged
against revenue. I have shown, according
to the Auditor General, that the railway
department has been guilty of misappro-
priation of moneys, and that an attempt
has been made to hoodwink the Audit
department. I believe these statements
can be substantiated. I make them in
all good faith: I mak-e them believing
them to be true.

THE CominwssloNnR OP RAILWAYS:

To the best of your knowledge and
belief.

Mn. HOLMES: To the best of myv
knowledge and belief. I will not ac.ept.
denial. Time Commissioner has the books
open to him, and I have them closed
against me. I make these Statements
believing them to be true; and surely it
is not too much to ask the Commnissioner
not to deny, but to disprove them. I
may accept any excuse, because almost
any excuse wiUl justify mny motion. If
those claims against Wilkie Brothers,

.against Millar Brothers and other people
were just, why were they not enforced ?
If they were unjust, why were they ever
made and allowed to stand to the debit
of those people for so ninny months in
the books of the Railway Department ?
If it be incompetence in the department,
if they cannot control the traffic, still
that again justifies my' motion. If the
Commissioner informs the House that he
knows nothing of these matters, my
motion is still justified, because that in
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itself is an admission the Railway Depart-
mient is not conducted as it should be.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAYS:
Oh, I know all about it.

MR. HOLMES: If the whole of my
statements be disproved, I will still cling
to the 8,500 sleepers. If the department
is Capable of losing 8,500 sleepers
between Donnybrook and Muflewa, or
between Geraldton and Muflewa, I con-
tend that a department capable of doing
that is not conducted in the efficient,
competent, and business-like manner that
the Premier would persuade this House
to believe.

MR. DOHERTY: The sleepers must
have gone 11on the spree.'

MR. HOLMES: If all else fails, I will
pin my motion to the loss of the sleepers ;
and I have much pleasure, and much
regret also, in moving the motion as it
stands on the Notice Paper.

THE COMMISSIONER OF RAIL-
WAYS (Hon. F. H. Piesse) : I move
that the debate be adjourned.

Motion put and passed, and the debate
adjourned till the next sitting.

COTTESLOE LIGHTING AND
(PRIvA~z) BILL.

POWER

SELECT COMIMITEE REPORT.
Mn. HARPER brought up the report of

the Select Committee appointed to inquire
into the Bill.

MR. JAMES moved that the Bill be
reprinted, embodying the amendments in
the report.

Question put and passed.

IMMIGRATION RESTRICTION AMEND-
MENT BILL.

SECOND READING.
Box. S. BURT (Ashiburton), in moving

the second reading, said: This Bill has
been transmitted front the Legislative
Council, and contains proposals to amend
the Immigration Restriction Act of 1897,
in respect to Sections 16 and 19. The
Immigration Restriction Act referred to
in this Bill is the Act of 1997, 61 Viet.,
No. 13. That Act, as hon. members will
perhaps recollect, was passed by this
Parliament; and it dealt generally with
the restriction of immigration to this
colony, providing a test which immigrants
can be compelled to pass before they are
allowed to land, that is to say an edau-

cational test which is set forth in that
Act. But the Act specially exempted the
imported labour introduced under regu-
lations contained in the Imported Labour
Registry Act passed in the same year.
Hon. members will see by the last section
of the Immigration Restriction Act, that
nothing in that Act is to affect the pro-

Ivisions of the Imported Labour Registry
Act, or of any future Act regulating the
registration of imported labour. "TIi-
portel labour," as defined in the Imported
Labour Act, means certain people only,
such as Malays, the people from the
Archipelago to the northward, who are
-enerally introduced into the northern
district of this colony as labourers. The
Immigration Act which we are seeking to

aedddnotaffect the Imported Labour
Registry Act; and the former Act pro-
vides that it Shall not affect, except so
far as the Governor may prescribe, any
person brought; into Western Australia
for employment in the pearishell fishery.
The present amendment which has come
down from the Council, simply seeks to
exempt, 1)esides the people engaged in the
pearlshell fishery, people who may be em-
ployed in any coasting, lightering or other
vessel, North of the 27th parallel of lati-
tude. That is all it seeks to do, to exempt,
in addition to people brought for employ-
ment in the pearlshell fishery, people
brougrht for service in the Coasting Vessels
and lighters, or in other vessels used

INorth of the 27th parallel of latitude.
Therefore, it simply adds to the exemip-
tions of the Immigration Restriction Act.
That Act, has, I say, exempted certain
persons, and this amendment which l am
now moving seeks to extend that exemip-
tion to people who may be employed in
coastiug or lightering vessels North of the

I27th parallel of latitude. That is one
amendment. The other, in regard to
Section 16, is simply to give the Governor
power to make regulations with regard to
people brought into the colony North of
that parallel for the purpose of serving in
coasting vessels and lightering vessels. I
think the House will see there is no great
amendment contemplated in the Bill. It
is not sought to disturb at all the provi-
sions of the Immigrant Restriction Act,
except in that one particular. We
already exempt labour for the pearling

botfor it was found in the North
impossible to obtain labour to work the
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boats between Cossack and Fort Rled-
laud and elsewhere, North of the 27th
parallel of latitude. You will readily
see there is reason for this amendment,
for in 1897 the House accepted the con-
tention that in those northern padts it
was impossible to man the pearling fleet
with white labour. It was work for whic-h
coloured labour was far more suitable
than white labour, and in fact white
labour wals not available. The Act of
1897 exempted people employed in the
lpearlshell fishery, but the fact was over-
looked that coloulred labour was also
wanted in lighters and vessels along
the coast in these parts. We have had
experience of the Act since 1897, and it
has not been found that men imported
for the pearlshell fishery in those parts
have attempted to come into these por-
tions of the colony.

Mn. JAMES: We do not know that.
HON. S. BURT: I do not think it is

fair to say that we do not know, for we do.
MR. JAVES: I say we do not.
HoN. S. BURT: I defy the hion.

member or anyone else to say that any-
one imported for the pearlsbell fishery
has come down to this part of the colony,
South of the 27th parallel. There has
never been a suggestion put forward in
the Press or elsewhere that any person
brought to the colony for the pearlshell
fishery has come down to this portion of
the colony.

MR. VosPER: It would not be mien-
tioned in the columns of a newspaper.

HON. S. BURT: If they came, I think
it would be mentioned, and that the holl.
member's paper would soon get hold of it.

MR. Vosurx: Too many precautions
are taken for that to be done.

HON. S. BURT: There are plenty of
people in the North-West who would be
only too glad to tell of these things, and
to get a little kudos perhaps by doing
other people an injury sometimes. I
repeat there has never been any sugges-
tion--and I am Sure the hion. member for
North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper) has
has never heard of it-that the operation
of this Act, by exempting people in the
pearishell fishery, has opened the door
to this labour getting into the southern
parts. It is only an act of justice to
people living in the northern districts
that this amendment should be allowed
to pass. It has been passed in another

FHouse, sand I am in char-ge of it in the
Assembly, and all we seek to do with
regard to the Immigration Restriction
Act is to include with the pearishell
fishery labour, the labour in lighters and
coasting vessels north of the 27th parallel
of latitude. For the last twelve months
or more this question has been taken up
by the Press in the northern parts of the
colony. I believe the petition has not
arrived Yet, but one has been very
generally signed by the people in those
districts, praying for the passing of this
amendment. Doubtless the people in the
North al-e as one man with regard to this
amendment. The people in the northern
parts of the colony ask very little from
Parliament, and I think I would be justi-
fled in saying the northern parts have
been neglected. While we have all been
fighting down here for the loaves and
fishes, railways, public works, and one
thing and another, the northern portions
of the colony have never grumbled.

MR. ILLINwSWOnRn: Is there anyone
up there to grumble?

HON. S. BURT: The lion. meiuber
had better go up there and see. They
would be delighted to see the lion. ruen-
ber, I have no doubt. I am sure he
would see a very prosperous and valuable
goldfield; one or two, I think.

MR. JAMES: They do not want the
niggers.

HON. S. BURT: They want the
lightermen. They cannot get their goods
brought fromt port to port. I know per-
sonally that it is impossible to man the
few lighters these people have, because
the climate is so trying that white people
will not work on them.

A MEmnrR: What is the reason ?
HON. S. BURT: I do not know what

the reason is, whether it is that they
cannot stand the heat, or not; but the
fact remains that they will not take the
employment on these boats, and unless
coloured labour canl be obtained on these
lighters, people living onl the fields find
they cannot get their goods to Port fled-
land, Balla, Balka, and elsewhere from
Cossack, and from those ports to Cossack,
as they would wish to do, and the in-
dustry is hampered to a very great extent.
Very little is asked. If it could be s-ea-

*sonably suggested that this labour would
colle to the South, I should be the first
to say it could not be allowed; but I am
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certain the labour will not percolate down
here, and I think the Imported Labour
Act at present on the statute book
safeguards the position absolutely. We
have had it in force now for some
time, and it has not been found
that any of those people attempt to

get hre. te mestre is not introdiued
in order to get the labour for any other
portion of the colony than that covered
by the Bill. It is absolutely intended for
that portion of the colony north of the
27th parallel of latitude. Seeing that so
little is asked, and the reasonableness of
the request, I trust I shall find support
for the second reading of the Bil I say
again the only thing requiredl is that,
together with the pearishell. labour, we
shall include the labour for the lighters
and coasting vessels; and, secondly, that
the Government shall be allowed to make
regulations a~ffectlllg it. I beg to move
the sectond reading of the Bill.

MR. VOSPER (North-East Cool-
gardie): This Bill, and another Bill
which the House will probably be asked
to consider later this evening, is simply a
repetition in a modified form of an effort
made, by the member for the Ashburton
(Hon. S. Burt) and northern members
generally, ait the end of last session. I
ami glad to findt they are Somewhat more
miodest this year than last. At that time
there was a desire to so alter the
law as to allow immigration in the whole
of the colony; but they found that
public opinion down here was distinctly
opposed to aniy such change, and there-
fore they have confined themselves now
to more moderate views. The Bill at
present before the Rouse appears to me
relatively harmless compared with the
measure of last year, and other Bills;
but, still, it is the old story of the thin end
of the wedge, and the thick end is to be
found in the other Bill to which I have
referred. Clause 2 of the other Bill
will show what I mean-that it is simply
a "~ try on," and if the House are content
to pass this quietly, the other Bill will be
persevered with, and it is hoped that it
will be got through. It means simply
that the population of the North are not
sufficiently variegated as yet, a-nd they
want to get a few more colours before
they are satisfied. The member for the
Ashiburton, in advocating the advantages
of this Bill, told us that whitetuen will

not work on coasting vessels and lighter-
ing vessels, or anything, of that kind,
because the climate is too trying. That
old story about the climate is pretty well
exploded. It is all very well for the hion.
member to interject an~d say, let nie go
up there. I have been in a far hotter
place thtan the North of this colony: I
have been on the equator itself, and
my experience and the experience of
other men who have travelled, including
engineers with knowledge of such work
as the Panama Canal and undertakings
of that kind, is that, comparing black
men with white, white men wvill do far
better work and stand the elunate far
better than coloured men. In the
malarial swamnps of Central America,
where the climate is supposed to be
almost fatal to white men, it is found that
the whites can stand it far better titan
the blacks; and, as the lbon. mumber for
Central, Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) saysa,
in these very places where it is said white
men cannot work lighters, the men aire on
the sea coast, where they have the advant-
age of sea breezes and ozone from the
ocean. They can work 200 or 300 miles
in the interior, on the Pilbarra, goldfields,
where there is no relief from the heat of
the sun, and where there are sand bills
which reflect back the heat. Men do work
there, and. have stayed for years and
years, continuing to carry on their avoca-
tions just the saime as~ if this horrible
climate did not exist.

MRE. A. FORREST: They do not do
much work.

Ma. VOSPER: There is no harder
class of worker than the tropical inier
in Western Australia. The working
miner in all parts of Australia has to
work very hard, whether he is a. drv
blower, or is labouring below ground. A,
mian works in a very arduous position,
having to endure privations, and having
at lot to put uip with. If those men can
work there, men can work on the coast.
We need not go to anly country'so remote
as Panama to see what men can do. Go
to the Gulf of Carpentaria, where there
are a number of small towns, including
Normanton and Burketown. Their exports
and imports are quite, equal to those of
any of the ports of the northern part of
this colony: they export and import the
same class of goods, and the work is very
simiar. There is this difference, that in
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that portion of Queensland there are large
rivers which broaden out into swamps
and make the country very unhealthy,
more malarial than it otherwise would
be. There is a tremendous rise and fall,
which leads to there being a large area of
malarial country, and yet white men have
been working there for many years. They
do not find any injury from the climate,
but they work there year alter year, and
no demand exists tip there for black men
to take ther lplaces. In fact the inhabit-
ants would bitterly resent any endeavour
to afford facilities for coloured labour.
The only demand for coloured labour is
from the sugar district, and not fronm the
far North, and the people of the far
North are, as I have already said, opposed
to coloured men.

MR. A. Foaunsr: They are nearly all
Chinamen.

MR. VOSPER: The hon. member evi-
dently does not know what hie is. talking
about. I say that Ohinamen are not
employed in this work. I know the whole
of that country thoroughly well, and it is
impossible to have Chiuamen or men of
that sort employed as wharf labourers.
I say that if white men can stand that

clmtwhich is a moist climate, a
mialariialclimate, anid aclimate which is hot
10) months in the year, they can stand the
climate in the North-West of this colony,
where at least it is comparatively dry and
braciug, and where, according to the re-
ports of members who come from the
North, the climate for three or four
months of the year is really good. The
fact is that the people of the North are
not willing to pa 'y the wages that the
wharf labourers demand, and which are
paid in the South. The wages question
is the only question which stands in the
way, and as long as the people in the.
North are prepared to pay a decent wage
they canl get white labour. This Bill is
entirely opposed to the policy of the
Government, and to the wishes of the
people who live in the Southern portions
of this country. A majority of the menm-
bers of this House were'returned to
oppose any further introduction of
coloured labour into this colony, and the
electors of the North know full well that
they are standing in opposition to the
peo~plL here. I hope the Bill will not
be passed, although I shall not offer the
saue strenuous opposition to this maea-

sure as I shall to the one which is to be
considered subsequently. This is a
dangerous innovation, and it is only a
question of commercial greed. No doubt
coloured labour is cheap, cheap and nasty
if you like, bitt cheap; and because the
people in the North know that this
labour is cheap, they see in these coloured
labourers more stamina and better means
of working in hot climates than they see
in the white man. I Ray that, white
men tider all climates are superior to
coolies, and no one canl prove to the
contrary. I ask hon. members not to
sacrifice the principle of a white Austra-
lia to the greed of certain northern
merchants.

MR. WALLACE (Yalgoo): It is
almost unnlecessary for me to make any
remarks on this question, for hon. mem-
bers and the people in the country
generally know my feelings on the ques-
tion of the importation of coloured labour
into this colony. I was returned pledged
to oppose the introduction of coloured
labour, and I have on every opportunity
which has been given me, acted tip to amy
pledge. My respected friend the member
for the Ashburton has explained what
the desire of the people in the North is;
but if the hon. member, in mnoving- the
second reading, bad said those people
desire to introduce cheap labour, hon.
members would have at once grasped the
reason the hon. member bad in bringing
this Bill forward. But when the hon.
member tells people who have had ex-
perience in tropical climates that white
men cannot be got to do lightering and
work of that description, I say it is idle
to think we are going to swallow such
statements. I have had experience in
tropical countries. In North and North-
West Queensland we find white men
filling all sorts of positions, and I never
heard there of any case in which the
climate wats too severe for white mcli. It
is only in this colony, in the North-West
amongst people who are used to being
spoon-fed by the Government, that we
hear the bogey raised that the climate is
too severe for the white men.

MR. A. FoRRIEsT: It is the gold mines
that are spoon-fed.

MR. WALLACE: I do not desire to
say anything more, beyond entering my
protest against the second reading of the
Bill, and I sincerely trust every lion.
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member, in considering the Bill wil
recognise that we have a large number Of
unemployed white people in the colony
who are'able to do this work, and if we
pass this Bill hundreds of these men will
he deprived of earning a livelihood in
consequence of the e'mployment of
coloured. labourers. I know that 13 years
ago when I first came to this colony,
white men were working at lightering Ii
the Noath.

MR. Vosnn: Who aire doing the work
now ?

Ma. WALLACE: I believe the white
mnen at the present timie are working the
lighters, and it is sought by the represen-
tatives of people in the North-West, in
both Houses of Parliament,, to carry out
a system of sweating, -which it is known
very well cannot be carried out if white
labour is employed. And, in order to
achieve this end, the northern members
come before the House sesson after
session with sonme little amendment or
addition to the Immigration Restriction
Act, which gives white men the only pro-
tection they have against the coloured
population. Every session the northern
members come with some fresh amend-
ment to try and trick hion. members into
passing it, and thus create the greatest
curse we ever had in Australia. I hope
every lion. member will recollect that it
is every man' s pride who claims Auls-
tralia as his home to say, " Australia for
the Australians," that is for the white
Auistralians; but if we pass such Bills as
this, it will not be Australia for the Aus-
tralians, but for the coolies and the black
and tan in the northern portions of
Australia. I shall oppose the second
reading of this Bill.

MR. A. FORREST (West Kimberley):
I wish to say a few words on this B~ill,
and in the first place I intend to support
the second reading. The member for the
Ashiburton (Hon. S. Burt) has clearly
Laid before the House the reason why this
Bill is asked for, and the people in the
North have a right to demanmd it from
the members of this House. Surely the
members of this Hfouse will not listen to
the twaddle, I can call it nothing else, of
the members for* North-East Coolgardie
-and Yalgoo. One would think the mer-
chants and others trading on the North
coast had no other object in view but to
rob and oppress thle working men down,

here, denying a fair day's work for a fair
wage. I do not think anyone in the
House knows more about the northern
districts than I do, whether he be the
member for Yalgoo with his experience
in. Northern Queensland, or the member
for North-East Coolgardie who has
travelled in that portion of this country.
I cannot see why members should wish
to debar the people living beyond the
27th parallel of latitude of their rights.

It as eenclearly proved by iem -
ber for the Ashiburton that coloured In-

Ibourers are not allowed to come South and
the people in the North have no wish for
coloured labourers to conme down here.
Hon. membe-rs who represent the distr-icts
in this part of the colony will, I am sure,
niot lie so arbitrary as not to give the
people in the North what they desire.
The question of wages is I say altogether
outside the subject, and I can prove to
the member for North-East Coolgardie,
if he likes to give. me half an hour-to-
morrow morning, by wages sheets that
along the North coast men are paid
higher wages than they are down here,

Iwhich will show clearly that the wages
question does not stand in the way. The
white men will not work in this hot
climate: they cannot do it. You, have
only to look at the working men or the
settlers who come down from these nor-
thern districts when they first arrive: I
say you could nut put them alongside

Ianyone who is Living down here.
Mn. VospEn: Look at the member for

Filharra, for instance.
MR. A. FORREST: The hon. member

for Pilbarra is never there. If the mem-
ber for North-East Coolgardie had seen
the member for Filbarra when he first
came down from that district, then the
hon . member would saA that the member
for Pilbarra was very different frm what
bie is now. But the member for Pilbarra
is not leading thle life that men lightering
on the coast or working on the coast
have to lead, He is a gentleman who
takes good care of himnself, and I should
say was living on the fat of the lanid. I

iappeal to hon, members to allow the Bill
to pass, and when the measure has been
approved, there is another small Bill of
more importance than this -which hot,
members will be asked to give their sup-
port to. We live in this big country, and
we should help all the people, whiether
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they Live in the North or in the South.
In 1897 the northern members helped to
pass a Bill to restrict coloured labourers
coming down to the southern part of the
colony.

Ma. V'osP-Ex: And you were very sorry
to do it.

Ma. A. FORREST: We were not very
Sorry to do it. We do not want coloured
labourers to come down here. Tile ime
has arrived when we should allow colou red
labourers to go into the northern lati-
tudes.. This House allowed the Bill to
pass in 1897, because members knew that
if they did not allow tile Bill to become
law they would have driven out of the
country men who are working in a large
industry, the pearling industry, and
this Bill allowed coloured labourers to be
employed in the industry: not oneimember
objected to it. Why did hon. members
allow coloured, labourers to dive for pearls
and to carry -on a, large export from this
country ? These coloured Labourers con-
s une our goods and keep a large industry
groing in Fremantle, building ships for
themn. Those members who are opposed
to these two Bills, but who voted for the
Malays to work on pearling vessels, can
surely strve a point and vote for this
snall bantamu of a ineasllre, as I call it.

MR. JAMES (East Perth):; I have
great pleasure indeed in opposing the
second reading of this Bill, and opposing
the second reading of any Bill which
tends to encroach on the charter given to
us b~y the Immrigration Restriction Act of
1897. Everyone of us knows that the
Act of 1897 was simply intr-oduced
because the people of this colony were
determined to hare it; not biecause our
grood friends in the North, by an act Of
generosity, gave it to us. Was it an act
of generosity on q-ur part in making an
exemption in favour of the northern
parts of the colony ? But that exemption
now appears in this Bill and the Imported
Labour Registry Bill. I may express my
opinion that I amn not by any mneans.
satisfied -with that Hill. I fail to see
why special provision should be given to
the northern districts of the colony-,
wvhic:h is denied to the more southern
parts. I amn one of those who have a
great deal oif doubt indeed as to whether
we are acting in the best interests of the
country by allowing the pearling in-
dustry to be run by Malays. It is

very doubtful indeed, and I would run
the risk of excluding them and of allow-
ing the industry to be ran if possible by
Europeans ; but if that cannot be done,
the industry can be controlled by others,
as we know. When we see what has
happened on Thursday Island,we should
hesitate before we indulge in congratula-
tions -- I put it that way-on the fact
that our pearling industry in this country
is controlled by Malays and Japanese
to-day.

LION. S. BURT: Not controlled.
Mn. A. FORREST: And not owned by

them.
Mn. JAMES:- These persons are living

in the country. No doubt the industry
is controlled by persons in London, who
send agents here. The real owners are
not in this country, and f le only profit
we get from an industry of this kind is
not. expenditure by the owners, but
the benefit from the men who work in
this industry, and who are earning wages
in connection with the industry., There
ib very little benefit, if any, to the country
in connection with the pearling industry
at the present timne, beyond. indiect
duties, such as' that on opium, most of
which is smuggled.

11ev. S. BuR T:- There is the building
of lighters at Fremiantle.

MR. JAMES: I suppose there mnust
have been quite three of these lighters
built at Frenmantle.

MR. Gsosos: Three ligihters in seven
years!

MR. JAMES: An industry which has
absorbed three lighters in seven years is
one on which the member for th Ash-
burton looks as flourishing in the northern
district. I1 am not one who thinks special
provision or exemption should be made
in favour of the northern parts of the
colony, because such provision -would he
extremrely dangerous; and we know
attempts have been made session after
session for the purpose of infringing on
the Immigration Restiriction Act of 1897.
Comparatively small exemptions are pro-
posed, and we are asked, why they should
not lie given to the poor people in the
North- West. But the difficulty there
seems to be exactly thd same difficulty
as exists down here, namely, the
difficulty of paying wages which men
require for working under certain con-
ditions; and it is not because black
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labour is wanted, but because such
labour is cheap, that the right of utilising
it is desired under the proposed Bill.
There is another matter of even greater
importance. I find it is proposed tinder
the Bill to exempt from. the operation of
the Act all persons employed as crews on
coasting vessels, lighters " or other ves-
sels," and perhaps the member for the
Ashiburton will explain whyv it is neces-
sary to have the words " or other vessels."
What Other vessels are there beyond those
specially mentioned, in connection with
which it would be necessary to apply the
Bill' At present, A siatics are em ployed
on most of the steamers which trade
between Fremantle and Singapore.

Mx. S, BuRT: This Bill only deals
with the country north of the 27th
parallel.

Ma. JAMES: Where is the need for
the words " or other vessels?"

MR. A. FoRAnsT: There might be a
steain-launch.

MR. JAMES: But at steam-launch1
comes within the -meaning of the vessels
muentioned. So long as an Asiatic nmem -
her of a crew stayvs aboard, he does not
infringe any of the existing Acts, but the
object of the Bill is to allow Asiatics. to
come from the vessels and become part
of the residential population oni shore at
the particular port at which they call.
That is exactly what we want to prevent.
It does not follow because exemption was
mnade, and I think wrongly, that further
infringement should be allowed. The
only object of the Bill is to allow Asiatics
who can now be employed as crews on
lighters and coasting vessels, to conmc
ashore and form part of the population.
As the law at present stands, if these
Asiaties do not come on shore, they may
continue to work at lighterig or any-
thing else, the penalty being inflicted -on
ASiatics who land in Wcsternt Australia.
Three or four of the steamers which trade
between Fremantle and Singrapore, are
almost entirely manned by AsLiis, and
so long as these vessels are so manned,
and the crews remain on board, there is
nothing in the present legislation to pre-
vent their being so employed. The
object of the Bill, as I have said before,
is to allow Asiatics to go on shore; and if
the Bill be passed, I have no hesitation in
expressing the opinion that under cover
of its provisions, dozens and mnay be

hundreds of Asiatics will land in the
northern parts of the colony.

Mx. A. FORREST : They will not do any
harm if they do.

Ma. JAMES: Then say at once that
is the object of the Bill. So long as the
lawv prohibits Asiatics landing from
vessels, there is a chance of stopping
them; but once theyv are allowed to come
o)a shore, what opportUnity 'VWill there be
to prevent their stayingP If the Bill be
passed, numbers of Asiatics, under the
plea of coming to the colony as part of a
crew, will 1)e landed, as they can be at
any port north of this parallel, and will
become part of the residential population.
It inay be said that there will be regu-
lations; but how can You identify an
Asiatic, once he gets on shiore ? At present
if a vessel lands a crew of 20, it can
easily be seen, when the vessel is about to
sail again, whether any of the crew are
mnissing, and the captain and owner are
responsible for absent nien. That means
of detection would be impossible under
thes Bill; and I hope nothing will be done
to familiarise the people of the colony
with the idea of employing Asiatic labour
either in the North or the South. If we
are going to extend the rights now
granted to the northern people in certain
instances, and gradually extend these
rights year by year and bit by bit, the
people of the ports immediately adjoining
Sharks Bay wvill also be calling out for
cheap labour, and in. that way the people
of the colony will he famniliarised with an
undesirable class of immigrant. The Act
of 1697 and the Imported Labour
Registry Act form a compromise between
the conflicting desires of the northern
an d so u thern parts of the colony ; and I
Shall use every effort possible to prevent
the passing of a Bill, the object of which
is the infringement of the principle
embodied in the Acts, whether that
infringement he in favour of the North
or the South.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, (Ron.
R. W. Pennefather) : -1 support the
second reading of the Bill, though I have
listened to the arguments of the hon.
members who oppose it. I recollect a
piece of legislation in Queensland which
affected vet-v materially the interests of
the sugar gr~owers there eiht or ten years
ago. At that time the Premier, Sir
Samuel Griffith, taking advantage of the
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tide of popularity by which be was carried
along, passed an' Act prohibiting black or
African labour in the cultivation of sugar.
What was the result? After about three
or four rears, when the unfortunate
owners of sugar plantations hadl been
either d riven to the Insolvency Court, or
had parted with their estates, the Govern-
ment had to " back down" and repeal
Sir Samuel Griffith's Act.

MR. ILLINOWOuRT: That had nothingI
to do with the labour party, I sup-
posel

Thz ATTORNEY GENERAL - No;
the Act was repealed simply because the
class of labour necessary for the cultiva,-
tion of sugar coidld not be round amongst
white muen. I was in Brisbane at the
tinie, when one could see mn holding
forth at the street corners against the
employment of black men in the northern
parts of Queensland;- but none of these
white men would have gone there to
work, no matter what price had been
offered. It way be said that white labour
can he got to do this work in the North
of this colony, and I dare say it can,
at a price. Are bon. members, by
enforcing an imipossible rate of wages,
going to prevent the men who opened up
the industry there from carrying on their
business at&a profit? This fear of coloured
labour in such latitudes is simply a fetish
that is set up by some hon. members,
who preach Christian charity towards
their brethren, whether they be white,
black or copper-coloured, though when it
comes to a, matter of commercial, per-
sonal, or parochial politics, they will have
nothing to do with the black or any
other coloured mail. To 'keep the whole
of this huge country to ourselves is
excellent in theory, but is utterly inipos-
shble in practice, as nature shiows inl thle
strongest mnanner ; because there are
latitudes. in this colIony where the beat
demands a certain class of labour which
white men cannot supply, except at
great cost to their eumployers. I cannot
see why hiou. liembers; should be dra-
gooned by a few members, -who seem on
every occasion when this subject is men-
tioned to hurl off their chests language
as virulent as they, with parliamentary
decency, can utter.

Mna. GEORGE (Murray):- I shall not
support this Bill. I know it may be
said I do not know much about the

North; but if the races, under discussion
are those with which it is proposed to
populate the North, I do not want to
know much about that part of the
country. I have the words used by the
Premier when he spoke on November
15th, 1897, and these words I think
represent the p radical feeling on this
question. On that occasion the Premier
said

The influx of coloured people into all the
colonies of Australia has been a matter which
has caused prare anxiety to the people of the
various Australian colonies.
It is not a question, so far as I know, of
"1dragooning " Parliament, which is a
sort of thing) left to the class of nicunber
represented by the Attorney General.
" Dragooning " Parliament is not per-
initted, and the Attorney General was

onl1y kept from attempting it by the
knowledge that the Speaker does not
allow " dragooning." The Premier, in the
course of the spechl from which I have
quoted, read a letter from Mr. Chamber-
lain in which these words occur:

We quite sympathise with the determination
of the white inhabitants of these colonies,
which are in comnparatively close proxinity
to millions and hundreds of mnillions of Asiatics,
that there shall not be an influx of people
alien in civilisation, alien in religion, alien in
customs, whose influx. puoreover, would most
seriously interfere with the legitimate rights
of the existing labour population.

No words of mnine could express nmy own
feeling more strongly. We are a white
people, and wish to keep this country for
white people. We view with a consider-
able amount of suspicion and , jealousy,
any infringement or alteration of thle
existing law, which was fully debated
before it was passed. We feel that the
Bill has been brought forward in all
honesty of purpose, and in accordance
with the views held by its supporters;
and they must pardon iis if we cannot
quite agree wvith them. For my own part
I do not agree with them, anld I shall
certainly vote 1 oth against this Bill and
the Imported Labour Bill.

Question put, and a division taken with
the following result--

Ayes
Noes 12

Majority against ... 1
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Arco. Nons.
Ron. S. But Mr. Ew~ig
Mr. A. Forrest Mr. George
Mr. Rubble Mr. Illingwortb
Mr. LerO Mr. James
Mr. Lok Mr. leake
Mr. Monger Mr. Qninlan
Mr. Pe...elatbor Mr. Robson
Mr. Piess Mr. Solomnon
Mr. Throese)) Mr. Vese
He.. H. WV. Von Mr. Wllac
Mr. Wood (Teller). Mr. Wilson

,Mr. Gregory (Telle).

Question thus negatived, the amend-
ment passed, and the Bill suspended.

IMPORTED LABOUR REGISTRY
AMENDMENT BILL.

SECOND READING.

Order read, for second reading of the
Bill.

HON. S. BURT (in charge of Bill)
moved that the order lie postponed tilt
Tuesday next.

MRs. A. FORREST: Hon. members
opposed to, the Bill must not take
advantage of a thin House.

HON. S. BURT: This and the Bill
of which the second reading bad just
been negatived, were intimately con-
nected, and he wished to examine this
Bill to see whether it could advan-
tageously be proceeded with, seeing that
the other Bill had been thrown out. If
that could not be done, this Bill should
be withdrawn. Hf not, he would proceed
with the second readingr.

Question pit, and a division called.
MRs. A. FORREST: Would hon. memi-

hers have an opportunity of speaking to
the question ?

THE SPEAKER: Certainly not, after
a (livision had been called for.

Division taken as follows:
Ayes
Noes

Majoi
AYE.

lio.S. Burt
Mr. A. Forrest
Mr. Hare
Mr. Rble
Mr. Lefo
Mr. Locke
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Monger
Mr. Pennefather
Mr. Piesse
Mr. Throsseli
Hon. H1. W. Venn
Mr. Wood (Teller)

.. ...- ... 14

rity againist I

Mr. Ewing
Mr. George
Mr. Holmes
Mr. flhinrtk
Mr. liunos
Mr. Kingemnill
Mr. Lenie,
Mr. Quinlan
Mr. Robson
Mr. Solomon
Mr. Vosper
Mr. Wailae

* Mr. Wilson
Mr. Gregory (Tellr).

Question thus negatived.
HON. S. BURT: I shall now be in

order in moving the second reading?
THE SPEAKER: Tes.

How. S. BURT (Ashburton): I am
Sorry to see the majority of the House
are still proceeding on a principle which I
have no hesitation in Saying is absolutely
wrong, a principle which I am sure hon.
members must know to be unjust to the
northern portion of the colony. The
member for East Perth (bir. Jaames) says
he will do everything in his power to
prevent the advent of any Asiatic or
coloured labourers to this country or to
any portion of it. Well, I do not think
that is a sentiment to lbe proud of.

MRs. VospnR: I am proud of it, any-
how.

HoN. S. BURT: Personally, I should
be utterly ashamed to hold ;uch views.
If the lion, member went to China or to
the Malay Archipelago -and perhaps the
last-mentioned place is as far as be has
ever got in that direction-if lie went to
any of those Asiatic places, he would
think it ratter an injustice if he were
told he could not be permitted to land.
Nobody will dispute that. We should
think such prohibition most unjust, sand
would take steps to redress the injustice.

MRs. ILLINOWORTH: He could not land
without a passport.

HoN. S. BURT: And if the grievance
were not redressed, we should have
another Transvaal war in the country so
offending. Certainly it may be con-
tended that a certain class of people
should be prevented from coming in large
numbers to a certain spot, and there may
be a necessity for restri-ting aiid regula-
ting thme influx of coloured labour to a
considerable extent; hut to say that in a
large country like this, bon. members
will not tolerate a coloured man at all, is
in my judgment a puerile sentimient, and
a sentimen01t Of Which one ought to be
ashamed ; and I hope lion. members who
affirm that principle will live long enough
to be ashamed of such sentiments. There
are only two small amendments sought to
be made in the imported Labour Registry
Act. One is somewhat similar to that
which has already been negatived by the
House; and the other is a distinct amend-
ment to allow ships to bring to this colony

iunder the Imported Labour Act, in lieu
of one coloured immigrant for every 500
tons register, two such men for- every 500
tons. Well, are hon. members really
prepared to tell Settlers in the northern

Iparts of this colony that they Shall not
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have even that privilege? Surely that is
a very small matter to ask from members
representing the southern portion of this
colony, that the northern people should
be allowed to introduce two men for every
500 tons register, instead of one man as
at present. Is that a very large demand?
Yet I suppose the member for East Perth
(Mr. James) says be will see me, and those
who are working with me, " somewhere"
before he will accede to it.

MR. JAMES:- Does not the Bill apply to
the whole colonyF

HON. S. BURT: No; certainly not.
It applies only to the northern portion
of the colony. No Asiatic labourer can
be imported into the southern parts of
the colony at all, and no one has sug-gested that such should be the law eversince the present Act prohibited coloured
labour from coming to the South; and all
we ask is that the northern parts, under
the security of the Imported Labour Act
by which employers have to sign an
agreement, by which imported Asiatics
are under police supervision from the
time they land till they leave the country,
by which a guarantee is lodged with the
magistrate by the employer, undertaking
to pay the labourer's passage back-
under all these restrictions, we ask that
two men in lieu of one should be allowed
to come in for every 500 tons register of
the ship. I appeal to the member for
North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vosper), and
I ask him if he ever heard of a smaller
demand in his life. What possible injury
could that do?

MR. VosP.EX: I should like to see the
Act amended so as to prohibit the impor-
tation of, more than one Asiatic for every
1,000 or 2,000 tons register.

Hou. S. BURT:- What possible injury
to the southern portions of the colony
can the hon. member anticipate? What
possible injury can occur, I would ask
the member for East Perth, by allowing
two men instead of one to enter the
North for every 500 tons burden of the
ship ?

MR. JAMES:- They would come South
as well.

How. S. BURT: They cannot come
South: I do not think it* is just to say
they may come South; because we have
bad experience of the operation of the
Act, and know they cannot do so.

MR. JAMxs : They can do so. The Act
gives them the power.

HoN. S. BURT: Oh, no: the Act does
not give them power to come South.

Mn. JAMEs: Read Section 60.
HouN. S. BURT: The hon. mnemiber will

see that, by the Imported Labour Act,
Asiatic labour is strictly confined to the
north of the 27th parallel of latitude.

Mn. VosPRn: That proviso is in the
Immigration Restriction Act, not in the
Imported Labour Act.

HON. S. BURT: You cannot import
labour under the existing Act except to
the northern portion of the colony, where
it is restricted by this agreement and by
police supervision all the time the labour
is ashore. No one has suggested that
coloured labour has come to the southern
parts of the colony at all since 1897,
un-der the Imported Labour Act, and
there is no reason why the demand in
this Bill should be refused to the North.
It is all1 very well to say it is a question
of wages, but I submit that it is not, and
that the northern people pay far larger
wages than are paid down here for similar
work. The fact is, white men will not
work at this class of labour. Ron. niem-
hers know there are goldfields in that
district, but although a man may work ill
a, mine, and the work is far more oppres -
sire than elsewhere, he will not work
elsewhere. He will work on his own
account for gold, and endure horrors,
perhaps, in doing so. We have found
skeletons of men who have died for want
of water, but such men will not work on
a station in the North. Those who k-now
the North will tell you it is not a question
of wages at all, hut it is the utter impos-
sibility of getting the labour. Do you
think the North-West people would come
to this Parliament for the sake of getting
coloured labour because they prefer it, if
there were white people at hand? It is
ridiculous. Very few of these people are
wanted. How many lighters are there?
I suppose you could count them on the
fingers of each hand; but they are a,
necessity, and yet they cannot be worked.
I beg to move that the Bill be now read a
second time.

Mn. VOSFER (North -East Cool-
gardie): I move as an amiendment, that
the Bill be read this day six months ;
and I intend to oppose the motion on thle
grounds I urged against the other Bill of
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a similar character, and also because I
regard this Bill as being far more
dangerous in every respect than the one
which has been rejected by the House.
That Bill proposed to allow certain men
to be employed as mere labourers and
lighter men on the coastal portions of the
North-West. This Bill goes a grett
deal further, and by Clause 2 provides
that Ohinamen, coolies, and otters may
be employed on shore as domestic ser-
vants, or in any other capacity in which
those persons are usually employed, and
instead of there being only one such
coloured person imported for every 500
tons of ship's burden, there may be one
for every 200. That is to say, the
effect of the Bill is to more than double
the importation of coloured labour to
the North-West. We have not been
informed yet whether this applies south
of the 27tb parallel, or not. I am under
the impression that the Imported Labour
Registry Act does not contain a proviso
in regard to the 27th parallel, and that
such proviso is contained in the Inmi-
gration Restriction Act alone.

HON. S. BURT: Section 4 contains that
provision.

Mit. JAMES: I have the Act, and it
does not say a word about that.

MR. VOSFER: If lawyers fall out
like this, it shows there is a very con-
siderable amount of danger to the whole
of the colony. Even if we confine it to
the North-West, ain attempt is to be
made to bring iii a number of Chinese or
coolies, who mnay find their way to any
place in the South. It means that tin.
number in this portion of the colony also
may be doubled. The lion. member for
theAshburton (Ron. S.Bui-t) saysitisnot
a question of preference, and not a ques-
tion of wages, but he will excuse me if I
prefer to take the opinion of northern
people expressed first haud. I have a
copy of Northern Public Opinion, dated
July 22, 1899. It was from a copy of
this paper I received the first intimation
of the Hon. F. M. Stone's intention to
introduce a Bill of this kind in another
place. That paper fully, sets forth the
objects of the northern people in desiring
to bring about a change. Of course the
lion. member charged with a Bill of this
nature has to showr a great amount of
tact in bringing it into the House.
Apparently the editor of No~hi~r Pablic

Opinion did not think the paper would
circulate as far as this He says:

We are pleased to note that Air. F. Stone,
M.L.C., has introduced in the Upper House a
Bill to amend the Imported Labour Registry
Act. Last session the northern members made
a strong effort to have the obnoxious clauses
in the Imported Labour Registry and Immi-
ration Restriction Acts amended, but through

the hostility shown by the goldfields members
their efforts were tendered futile.
I am glad to say the goldfields members
are still in their places, and are still
carrying on the same uncompromising
hostility to measures of this kind.

IAugust lswepointed out that tinder
exisiting conditions the obtaining of cooks and
servants was becoming a difficuilt matter, and
since then the disadvantage which house-
holders have to encounter iii this respect has
been increased1. Knowing that the importation
of coloured labour for menial offices has been
practically prohibited, it is little wonder that
fuall advantage has been taken of our dilemm
by the colouredI people now in our midst, and
thait wages have gone up in consequence.
The whole cru' of the thing is shown
there again. The northern people are
simply asking to have fresh importation
of coloured people, so that those coloured
people brought over here may compete
with the Coloured people ailready in the
colony, and thereby lower wages.

HONq. S. 18urT: That is the labour of
blacks, and not whites. There tire no
whites there.

MR. VOSFER: The lion, member
accused mue of illiberal principles wvith
regardl to the coloured population. If
wve once allow the Coloured man here. we
have no right to take ad vantage of his
colour.

A. MEMBER: floes that apply even to
the extent of a miner's right?

MR. VOSPER: Yes. I say we have
no right, absoluitely no right whatever,
to take advantage of a man's colour in
order to inflict upon him a lower rate of
wages than we would give to a white
working man for the same kind of work.
If we are going to have these people in
tme colony, then we have no choice but
to give them equal rights of citizenship
with ourselves; but I say we have no
right to admit them into the colony at
all. It must be either one of two things.
Either they must have full privileges of
the Constitution,or be kept out altogethier,
and I am in favour of the latter course.
I have always opposed unrestricted, or
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even restricted, importation of Asiaties.
The editor of Northern Public Opinion
says :

The time is not far distant when, unless a
modification of the Acts is made, it will be
found impossible to engage domestic servants
at anything like a reasonable wage.

It is all a question of wages. That is
where the anomaly comes in. As I
pointed out last year, if you go to
the Pilbarra goldfield you cannot find a
cook, or a hewer of wood, or a drawer of
water, who is a coloured man, simply
because the Act will not allow it, and
consequently that kind of work has to be
done by white people. You go to the
coast, however, where the climate is far
more healthy and the conditions are far
better for the employment of labour, and
you find that white people are not
employed to do the same work as white
men can do 200 or 300 miles in the
interior. Where is the logic, jnstice, or
sense of that ? Such is the kind of
dilemma into which Bills of this descrip-
tion would lead the House. The paper
goes on to say:-

We should like to see Clause 6 of the
Imported Labour Registry Act repealed alto-
gether. This clause provides that ships shall
not import into the colony more than one
labourer for every 500 tons of the ship's
Capacity,
They go further than the member for the
Ashburton, and wish to bring as much
coloured labour as they want into the
colony. I do not think that is a matter
which will be reeived with any degree
of approval by the House. It shows,
as I have said before, that this is
the thin end of the wedge, and that the
people in the North ar-e prepared to drive
home the thick, end of the wedge as soon
as the thin end is in, Let us see how this
works out. A man wrote to me thus:

I take the liberty of stating for the publio
benefit a few of the grievances under which the
working man is suffering in this district, viz.,
,re Chinamen and Malays. You. had, I believe,
last shearing, a statement from Jacob's Gully,
a shearing shed of Messrs. Forrest and Buirt's,
about Chinamen being employed shearing when
plenty of white shearers were available.
Well, this year white men are shearing, but
Chinamen are employed wool-winding and
picking-up. Again, in scouring only 'Malays

armlyd, whilst dozens of white mnen are
alg the dsrct seeking employment and

finding noe w day ago themaagr of
the3 Bick House startd two Chinamen to
shear the rams at Coburn, and told them that

they must finish them before the shearers
came down from Jacob's Gully, Coburn being
the second shed on Forrest and Burt's station.
White men having been refused shearing that
very morning heard the Chinamen pa~t on.
Now is such partiality to Chinamen to the
prejudice of the white man in conformity with
the utterances of the owners of this the prin-
cipal station in the district? In Parliamient
last session who professed to encourage white
labour against aliensF

Mn. HUnBLE: You had a letter very
similar to tha-t two years ago, had you
notr

MR. VOSPER: Yes, very similar.
MRt. RUBBLE: The same letter?
Mn. VOSPER: I may inform. the hon.

member that I do not descend to tricks
of that kind. This is a distinct letter
altogether. It is one which camie last
month. We were told that the boimdarv
line between the Northern Territory and
East Kinberley was no means of keeping
cattle out, and I say that applies in regard.
to this question. It is very probable that
if black people and white people negotiate
a similar boundary between this part of
the colony and the other, it will not have
the effect of keeping coloured. people from
this part of the colony. The fact remains
that aliens come, Whether they conie
overland, or however they come, there is
an increase; and an increase ini the
employment of aliens is going on in Perth.
There is another letter of a similar nature
to this, but it is of a local character. The
writer says that " last Wedniesday week"
-- that is a month ago now-the managcr
of one of the principal hotels
discharged five of us, including the chef, at a
minute's notice, and when a~sked what fault
lie had to find. with us, he said he had none,
but that they were going to employ China-
men in our places.

Further on the writer says:
It does not give much encouragement to

whites to come here anid settle, and then find
when they have been in a situation for some
time that they have to make way for China-
men, or other coloured people, that will work
for next to nothing.
That shows there is scone justification for
the outcry raised. There are Chinese in
Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie, and the num-
her has increased by some means or other.
The number of Chinese in this portion of
the colony has also increased, and how the
increase has taken place we do not know.
Like cattle tick, and other pests, the
Chinese manage to get about the country
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in a way which is altogether unexplained.
The fact is, that they do come about,
and seeing that such is the case over a
considerable area, it is a serious menace
to the white population. I would like to
say also that I do not base my objections
to the coloured. people on the mere score
of wages. I do not apply that as the sole
reason for opposing the importation of
Chinese. It is something more than that.
It is a question of race, after all. We
have to consider our racial integrity, and
I maintain that we cannot continue the
British race in its purity, ability and
strength, and all those things which make
up the British character, if we are going
to allow unrestricted, or even restricted
importation of coloured labour. I con-
tend that in keeping the coloured man
outside Australia we are as truly defend-
ing an outpost of the Empire as are the
soldiers who are now fighting. If we
allow coloured labour to be imported, it
will only be a question of time before
Australia will be occupied by an Asiatic,
or a hybrid race, and Australia under
those circumstances will only be held by
force of armns. In retaining Australia as
a land for white people we are doing
a great deal towards maintaining the
integrity of the Empire, and I say that
principle recommends itself to Mr. Chamn-
berlain, whlo is the greatest Imperial
statesman of the day.

A MEMBERa: What about Mr. Glad-
stone ?

MRt. VOSPER:. Mr. Gladstone was not
an Imperialist. Mr. Chamberlain

Ma. Gxoaos: He has altered his
opinion.

MRt. VOSPERt: Possibly he has. The
principal Imperial authority in the Em-
pire, Mr. Chamberlain, emphatically
indorses the action taken by the Austra-
Ban colonies in regard to the inroads of
Asiatics, I hope and trust this House will
not reverse the verdict it gave a few
moments ago, hut will throw out the Bill
in as prompt a manner as it did the pre-
vious measure.

MRe. EWING (Swan) : I rise to oppose
the second reading of this Bill, for the
same reason that I opposed the original
Bill and an amendment of it. The Im-
ported Labour R-egistry Bill, with its very
simple title, is practically the same Bill
of which some of us have haJ experience
in the colony of Queensland. It is a, Bill.

by which an inferior race, without the
advantages of understanding the contract
they enter into, are bound for a certain
term of years to serve masters they do
not k-now, under conditions which are
absolutely unknown to them. The member
for the Ashburton (Hon. S. Burt) will
agree with me when I say that no legal
contract is approved by the law when one
of the parties is incapable of understand-
ing its meaning, by reason of his want of
education, or any mental incapacity;
that he is unable to understand the con-
sequence or the effect of the contract into
which hie enters, whether that contract
is eutered into in this country or in
any other;, and such a contract is not
looked upon with favour in the eye of
the law. The evil consequences of
this have been seen in the colony of
Queensland. The Kanakas have been
imported into that colony in vast
numbers, and the consequence has been
the almost total exclusion of white
labour in the sugar plantations of
northern Queensland. The excuse is just
the same excuse we heard urged by the
member for the Ashbun-ton, that climattic
conditions are not consistent with the due
performance of the work by white labour.
Almost everyone knows the conditions
are such as to enable the white labour to
successfully performl these duties. We
find in Queensland, and in northern New
South Wales, on the hottest of hot days,
Irishmen and Englishmen wvorking side
by side in the cane fields with the
Kanakas.

MRe. MONGER: In what percentage?
Mat. EWING: In a large percentage.

On the Tweed River (N.S.W.), on the
Cudgin plantation, 300 black men arc
employed, and 20 miles further up the
river 400 or 500 white men, chiefly Irish-
men, are employed. The hon. member
tells us the justification for the import-
ation of coloured labour is that the
climatic conditions are such as to render
it impossible and unresonable and un-
fair for white men to perform their
duties. I ask hon. members whether, if
white men and black men can work side
by side, is there ainything in the argu-
mentP The question seems to me not
the repeal of the Bill we at present have,
because we have got this bad law on the
statute book and many arc opposed to it,
the question arises are we going to extend
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the operations of that statute? It seems
to me the amendment-and I desire to be
very short--is a very dangerous one in

thi particular. The member for the
Ashburto pointed out that there was no
provision in the original Act for the im-
portation of this class of labour below
the 27th degree of latitude, but the
amendment has this object in view: it
seeks to amend Section 35, which is the
section which makes the exceptions in the
Bill, and consequently enables these per-
sons to be brought on to any part of the
coast of Western Australia. Section 35
was enacted for the purpose of the pearl
shell fishery, but the amendment pro-
posed seeks to allow coloured labourers
to be employed as the crew of any
coasting vessel, any lightering vessel, or
any other vessel.

How. S. BURT: Only in that part of
the colony north of the 27th parallel.
That is stated in Section 35.

MR. EWING: Section 35 reads in
this way:

This Act shall not appiy (except in respect
of vaccination) to any person brought into
this colony for employment in the pearl shell
fishery, or upon the Abroihos Islands, and
kept employed nnder contract in such fishery
or upon such islands, or in temporary employ-
ment on shore, and only in that part of the
coast of the colony situate to the northward
of the 27th parallel of South latitude,
according and - subject to the regulations
anthorised by the Acts in that behalf.

These are exceptions that are made.
Coloured labourers may be imported
North of that degree, and surely they may
be imported as far South as the Abrolhos
Islands.

How. S. BURT: For the Abrolbos
Islands.

MR. EWIN~G: But the hon. member
must see that he seeks to put coloured
labourers on coasting vessels, lightering
vessels, and othervessels, and these menare
to beemployed as thecrews of thesevessels.
I do not follow the hon. member when
he says " North of the 27th parallel."
I take it the Abrolhos Islands are South
of the '27th parallel, and the object of
Section 35 is, notwithstanding the parallel
of latitude, to allow coloured labourers
to come to the Abroihos Islands, and the
hon. member seeks to expand the pro-
visions of that section. If these men
are going to besemployed on the coast
in lightering vessels, we hnow perfectly

I well they will not always be under the
observation. of the police, and this Bill is
only opening the door in a ready and
easy mnanner for coloured labourers to be
brought into the colony withcut any
restrictions whatever. I think this Bill
is a means of evading the Act. It seems
that the people in the North are not
satisfied with one Chinamnan to every 500
tens of a, ship's burden, but they want
one Chinaman to every 200 tons. When
coloured labourers are, employed in lighters
on the coast they cannot possibly be
watched by the police, and the men will
be at liberty aA all times to desert. The
consequence is that we have a large
number of men in the colony which we
did not intend should come here.

MR. Xunnii called attention to the
state of House.

Quorum formed.
Question-that the Bill be now read a

second time-put, and a. division taken
with the following result.

Ayes..
Noes..

.. .. 10

.. .. 14

Majority against ... 4
AESa.

lio. S. Burt
Mr. i. FJorrest
Mr. Bubble
Mr. tefroy
Mr. Monger
Mr. Penniefatlier
Mr. Piesse
Mr. Throssoll
Mr. Wood
Mr. Rleson (Teller.

Ness.
Mr. Ewing
Mr. George
Mr. Gregory
Mr. R.Imes
Air. Infiugwotli
Mr. Kinsxnill
Mr. L k
Mr. (ots
Mr. Boleon.
Mr. Solomon
Mr. Vosyor
Mr. Wa ae
Mr. Wilson
Mr. Jamnes (TOWle).

Question thus negatived, the amend-
ment passed, and the Bill suspended.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 10-45 o'clock

until the next day.


